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Executive Summary
The Maine Information and Analysis Center (MIAC) is an interagency intelligence hub
and the State of Maine’s node in the National Network of Fusion Centers, recognized by the
Department of Homeland Security. In May of 2020, George Loder, a Maine State Trooper,
accused the Center of violating privacy laws, monitoring environmentalists, and maintaining an
illegal database of gun owners. When Loder raised these concerns, the MIAC command
retaliated with a demotion and Loder took his case to court. A month later the controversy
deepened with the publication of BlueLeaks, a 269-gigabyte hack of police data which included
5 gigabytes of MIAC data that confirmed some of Loder’s allegations and raised new ones.
In the summer of 2021, the Maine State Legislature debated a bipartisan bill to close the
MIAC, LD 1278: An Act to End the Maine Information and Analysis Center. The bill cleared the
house but failed in the senate. A rival bill, LD 12: An Act To Require Annual Information
Reporting by the Maine Information and Analysis Center, cleared both houses and was signed
into law in June 2021.1 This bill requires the Department of Public Safety (DPS) to submit a
report to the Joint Standing Committee on Criminal Justice and Public Safety that provides a
general review of the type of cases, crimes, incidents, and reports the MIAC has reviewed and
evaluated on April 1, 2022. The report must also include the two most recent privacy audits
performed by the MIAC’s Advisory Board.
This MIAC Shadow Report is not a point-by-point rebuttal of the DPS report but an
alternative, collaborative, grassroots attempt at oversight, released on the same day as the
official report and intended to demonstrates the inadequacy of the measures put in place by LD
12. The DPS report is an exercise in self-policing by the MIAC’s Advisory Board, a body mostly
composed of MIAC personnel. Even if the privacy audit were conducted by an independent
body, the scope of the process would be too narrow to address the concerns raised in 2020. It
only audits a random selection of MIAC documents. It does not evaluate the privacy implications
of the MIAC’s information systems or analytic capabilities. It does not ask the basic question:
how much information can the MIAC access, and what it can – and does – do with it. It also
ignores issues that fall outside of the rubric of privacy protection.
For this reason, the MIAC Shadow Report summarizes and synthesizes the findings of
the journalism and academic research on the MIAC. It also picks up where the journalism and
scholarship left off, identifying new issues using BlueLeaks and documents released under open
records laws that raise questions about the extent and scope of the MIAC’s surveillance powers
and the impact of MIAC operations on vulnerable populations. The report also includes an
independent analysis of the MIAC’s privacy policy and a recently available privacy audit that
identifies and addresses omissions and deficiencies in MIAC’s privacy audit process. This work
allows us to anticipate the limitations of the DPS report.
This report is a collaborative, grassroots research project. The writing team is small,
ad-hoc group: Chris Cushing, a social worker; Michael LeComte, a privacy advocate and public
1

Maine State Legislature, An Act to Require Annual Reporting by Maine Information and Analysis Center,
LD 1278, 130th Legislature, 1st sess., Introduced in Committee on Criminal Justice and Public
Safety,January 11, 2021,
https://mainelegislature.org/legis/bills/display_ps.asp?PID=1456&snum=130&paper=&paperld=l&ld=12
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interest technologist; Brendan McQuade, a University of Southern Maine professor and expert
on fusion centers; Mark Sayre, a Maine Law student; and Maxine Secskas, a monitoring,
evaluation, and learning professional. The Maine Democratic Socialists of America, Maine
Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, the Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC),
Maine Youth Justice, Muslim Justice League, and The Church of Safe Injection endorse the
findings and demands of the MIAC Shadow Report.2The main findings are as follows:
●

The courts have not settled the allegations of the whistleblower complaint. THe
courts dismissed counts concerning surveillance and illegal data retention on
technicality and without addressing the substance of the allegations.The case
may still go to trial, but the only counts still under consideration concern wrongful
termination. It is possible the substantive claims could be re-litigated in an
appeal, but this is not assured.

●

The MIAC’s task force organization muddles command hierarchies, creates
organizational confusion, and undermines accountability measures.

●

The MIAC has drifted far from its original national security mission. It is
preoccupied with traditional concerns of policing: the conventional crimes
associated with poverty and powerlessness.

●

The MIAC’s intelligence bulletins laundered right wing conspiracy theories about
paid protesters and pre-staged bricks at the racial justice protests in the summer
2020 as intelligence and cited unconfirmed social media sources as evidence.

●

The MIAC’s existing oversight mechanisms are flawed. The Advisory Board is
made of individuals who are largely unaccountable to the public at large or who
lack the necessary expertise to provide meaningful oversight.

●

A review of past privacy audits and related BlueLeaks documents identified
several documents, which appear to violate the MIAC’s privacy policy, including
the collection and dissemination of information related to constitutionally
protected activities, and the failure to destroy information which no longer meets
the necessary standard for use and retention by MIAC. These documents–and
others potentially like them–can easily slip through the cracks of the MIAC’s
flawed privacy audit process. The Advisory Board audits a random selection of
documents and, as such, avoids scrutinizing many of the documents that pose
the greatest risk to privacy and other civil liberties.

●

Records released under open records laws suggest that the MIAC has a
subscription to a private databroker, provides information on bankruptcies, liens,

2

We also thank Fatema Ahmed, Al Cleveland, Sarah T. Hamad, Micheal Kebede, José Martín, Adam
Schwartz, Kari Morissette, and Jacob Wiener for their helpful comments and criticism. This report is
stronger thanks to their efforts.
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properties, corporate affiliations, and other information which is fully redacted and
cannot be identified. This raises questions as to whether MIAC’s use of
commercial databases violates its own privacy policy by allowing it to acquire
information that it cannot legally acquire by itself.
●

Although the MIAC has made efforts to be more transparent since May 2020, the
center is still excessively secretive. The broad exemptions in the Freedom of
Access Act make Maine’s open records law a limited tool and one that does not
provide sufficient transparency.

●

The full extent of the MIAC’s information systems and analytic capabilities
remains unknown. In BlueLeaks, there is a request that a Scarborough police
officer sent to the MIAC for help making a timeline from data extracted from
cellphones using a phone hacking device sold by Cellebrite, the Israeli digital
forensics firm. This incident raises questions about the extent and scope of the
MIAC’s surveillance powers.

●

The MIAC’s impact on vulnerable populations is unknown. There are at least 89
MIAC bulletins published in BlueLeaks that report on people with suicidal
feelings, mental health issues, disabilities, and/or chronic illness. One of these
concerns Joshua Hussey, an individual at risk of “suicide by cop” who was
wanted for violation of a protection of abuse order. Despite MIAC intelligence that
warned about this risk of “sucide by cop,” the Maine State Police sent their
tactical team to bring the individual into custody in a 2 AM raid on the home of
Hussey’s mother. In the subsequent confrontation, Hussey shot himself in the
head and eventually died from the wound.

●

The MIAC’s aggressive focus on substance use may exacerbate the problem and
impede harm reduction efforts. BlueLeaks documents show that the Lewiston
Police aggressively monitored Jesse Harvey, the founder of the Church Safe
Injection. Harvey’s friends and colleagues cite this police harassment as the
reason for his eventual relapse, overdose, and death. While we cannot confirm
that the MIAC did anything with these bulletins other than receiving them from the
Lewiston Police Department, the case of Jesse Harvey helps contextualize the
MIAC’s other intelligence reporting on drug use, some of which are “rogue’s
galleries” of people arrested for opioid possession that lack any discernible
intelligence value and others include inaccurate and easily debunked claims that
overstate the harm of illegal substances.

After nearly two years of controversy and debate around the Maine Information Analysis
Center, there is a strong case to close the embattled spy center. The allegations of the
whistleblower complaint, the abuse complaints against Minkowsky, the hyperfocus on the crimes
of powerless and vulnerable populations, the shoddy and biased intelligence shared about the
2020 BLM protests, and the repeated failures of the MIAC to follow its own privacy policy set the
MIAC Shadow Report
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issue in dramatic relief. The MIAC, like all fusion centers, is fundamentally flawed. The MIAC
should be closed and any and all databases it has created should be destroyed. These actions
would not negatively impact public safety. Indeed, there is reason to believe that the MIAC, as
the nerve center of mass criminalization in Maine, is actually exacerbating social problems and
negatively impacting public safety. The United States became the global leader in incarceration
by treating all social problems as issues for the cops and courts. The MIAC, and other fusion
centers, are part of this process. Fusion centers are the nerve system of mass criminalization.
Defund the MIAC!
However, the State Legislature did not vote to close the MIAC and, instead, passed a
first-in-the-nation bill that requires a fusion center to report to legislative authorities. This
measure, while well-intended, is insufficient. Self-policing by the MIAC’s Advisory Board is an
obvious conflict of interest. Our analysis of the MIAC privacy policy and audits shows that the
Maine fusion center regularly violates its own privacy policy. It also exposes the privacy audit as
a perfunctory exercise that fails to meet the full scale or scope of the privacy risks posed by the
MIAC. The audits only consider MIAC intelligence bulletins; they do not assess its information
systems and analytic capabilities.
Given the strict facial recognition regulations recently implemented in Maine, there is
little doubt many Mainers would be equally concerned about private data brokers and software
that can decrypt phones, analyze telephony metadata, and automatically monitor social media.
This report proves that the MIAC uses some of the surveillance and intelligence systems or has
used them in the past. What will we do in this present moment? Should this police surveillance
and intelligence gathering continue in the future?
Even if the privacy audit was more rigorous, privacy protection is not the only issue
posed by the MIAC’s operation. The MIAC’s monitoring of constitutionally protected speech and
assembly needs to be thoroughly investigated, as do related questions regarding how the MIAC
reviews the intelligence it disseminates and vets (or fails to vet) the claims made in those
bulletins. Finally, the MIAC’s impact on vulnerable populations needs to be investigated and
questioned. Does the MIAC have a measurable impact, positive or negative, on public safety
issues related to mental illness, substance abuse, and homelessness? Should a secretive
police intelligence center originally set up for counterterrorism really be part of the public
response to these social problems?
The State Legislature needs to rise to the occasion and exercise oversight powers over
the executive branch. Once again: Defund the MIAC! If the political will to revisit closing the
fusion center is lacking, then the situation demands a thorough, open, and independent
investigation. The allegations of the whistleblower complaint have not been settled by the courts
or by journalists and scholars working from the outside. We need an independent investigation.
Investigate and defund the MIAC!
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Introduction: Why This Shadow Report is Necessary
Spying on peace and environmental activists. An illegal database of gun owners.
Violations of privacy laws. Punishing a whistleblower. These are the allegations about the Maine
Information and Analysis Center (MIAC) from the May 2020 whistleblower complaint filed by
Maine State Trooper George Loder.3 The MIAC is the State of Maine’s node in the National
Network of Fusion Centers, recognized by the Department of Homeland Security.
A month later, the controversy deepened. Distributed Denial of Secrets, a WikiLeaks-like
transparency collective, published BlueLeaks, a 269-gigabyte archive of hacked police data,
which included 5 gigabytes from the MIAC.4 The disclosures immediately confirmed some of the
whistleblower’s allegations and raised new ones. The documents showed that the MIAC not
only monitored the Black Lives Matter protests, but drawing on FBI documents that reference an
obviously satirical website and questionable and unreliable social media posts, the MIAC told
law enforcement in Maine to be on the watch for paid protesters and pre-staged bricks.5 These
shocking claims and their dubious sourcing were just the tip of the iceberg, however. BlueLeaks
revealed that the substantive focus of the MIAC was not terrorism but, rather, property crime,
people that use drugs, people with mental illness, and unhoused people.6 BlueLeaks drew back
the curtain of official secrecy and revealed how mass criminalization operates in Maine.
The controversy culminated in a legislative effort to shut down the MIAC, LD 1278: An
Act to End the Maine Information and Analysis Center.7 The bipartisan bill was co-sponsored by
Democrats, Republicans, Libertarians, and Independents. It passed the Maine House but failed
to clear the Senate. However, another bill, LD 12: An Act To Require Annual Information
Reporting by the Maine Information and Analysis Center, cleared both houses and was signed
into law in June 2021.8 This bill requires the Department of Public Safety (DPS) to submit a
report to the Joint Standing Committee on Criminal Justice and Public Safety that provides a
general review of the type of cases, crimes, incidents, and reports the MIAC has reviewed and
evaluated. The report must also include the two most recent privacy audits performed by the
MIAC’s Advisory Board.

3

Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial, Loder v. Me. Intel. Analysis Ctr., 2:20-cv-00157, 2021 WL 816470
(D. Me. 2021)
4
Megan Gray, “Hack included documents from secretive Maine police unit,” The Portland Press Herald,
June 27, 2020,
https://www.pressherald.com/2020/06/26/hack-included-documents-from-secretive-maine-police-unit/
5
Nathan Bernard and Caleb Horton, “Teenager or Terrorist?” The Mainer, July 29, 2020,
https://mainernews.com/teenager-or-terrorist
6
Brendan McQuade, Lorax B. Horne, Zach Wehrwein, and Milo Z. Trujillo. "The secret of BlueLeaks:
security, police, and the continuum of pacification." Small Wars & Insurgencies (2021).
7
Maine State Legislature, An Act to End the Maine Information and Analysis Center, LD 1278, 130th
Legislature, 1st sess., Introduced in Committee on Criminal Justice and Public Safety, March 25, 2021,
https://mainelegislature.org/legis/bills/display_ps.asp?ld=1278&PID=1456&snum=130
8
Maine State Legislature, An Act to Require Annual Reporting by Maine Information and Analysis Center,
LD 1278, 130th Legislature, 1st sess., Introduced in Committee on Criminal Justice and Public
Safety,January 11, 2021,
https://mainelegislature.org/legis/bills/display_ps.asp?PID=1456&snum=130&paper=&paperld=l&ld=12
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The MIAC Shadow Report is an unofficial supplement and counter to the DPS report. A
“shadow report” is a common tactic used by non-government and civil society organizations to
present alternative information to contextualize and challenge reports that governments and
government entities are required to submit to meet legislative or treaty obligations. This shadow
report identifies what the public knows about the MIAC and what we still do not know. It
summarizes and synthesizes the findings of the journalism and academic research on the
MIAC. It also picks up where the journalism and scholarship left off, identifying two incidents in
BlueLeaks that raise questions about the extent and scope of the MIAC’s surveillance powers
and the impact of MIAC operations on vulnerable populations. The report also includes an
independent analysis of the MIAC’s privacy policy and a recently available privacy audit that
identifies and addresses omissions and deficiencies in MIAC’s privacy audit process. This work
allows us to anticipate the limitations of the DPS report before it is released.
Moreover, the goal of shadow reports, this one included, is to broaden the parameters of
the discussion. In this case, we must move beyond the limits of privacy to address all the
concerns raised by the controversy that overtook the MIAC in 2020. Indeed, many documents in
the BlueLeaks archive raise concerns that fall outside the rubric of privacy protection. The
scandals of 2020 raise sharp questions about the fundamental rigor and quality of MIAC
intelligence analysis and the substantive focus of MIAC operations. Is the MIAC sharing useful,
vetted information? What populations and social problems is the MIAC monitoring? In what
ways and to what ends? These substantive questions are excluded from the privacy audit. What
is more, there is nothing in the language of LD 12 to suggest that the official DPS report will do
more than provide a narrative summary and descriptive statistics of the MIAC’s operations.
The MIAC Shadow Report takes on these questions. The first part of this report covers
what we know about MIAC. We begin with a profile of the center. From here, we raise concerns
regarding the overbroad mission and unclear guidelines, the biased focus of MIAC intelligence
operations, and concerns with oversight. Then, we provide a comprehensive analysis of the
MIAC’s privacy policy and privacy audits. Here, we directly counter the main component of the
DPS report, exposing the flaws in their process and identifying several instances where the
MIAC failed to follow its stated privacy policy. The second part of the report details what we still
do not know. We explain the secrecy that surrounds the MIAC and the unanswered questions
regarding the full extent and scope of the MIAC’s surveillance capabilities.
This report is a collaborative, grassroots research project. The core research and writing
team is a small, ad-hoc group that formed in October 2020: Chris Cushing, a social worker;
Michael LeComte, a privacy advocate and public interest technologist; Brendan McQuade, a
University of Southern Maine professor and expert on fusion centers; Mark Sayre, a Maine Law
student; and Maxine Secskas, a monitoring, evaluation, and learning professional. For months,
we have been meeting to study the MIAC and fusion centers, analyze BlueLeaks documents,
write Freedom of Access Act requests, and plan and draft this report. We have been doing this
work in dialogue with social movement and civil society organizations across Maine and the
nation. The Church of Safe Injection, the Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC), the
Maine Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, Maine Democratic Socialists of America,
Maine Youth Justice, and the Muslim Justice League endorse the findings and
recommendations of this report
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The case for closing the MIAC is still strong. Although the courts dismissed
whistleblower’s allegations about spying and illegal data retention on a technicality, recent
reporting and research on the MIAC have strengthened the case for shuttering Maine’s
intelligence center. The whistleblower allegations and similar scandals surrounding the abusive
behavior of a federal official assigned to the MIAC suggest that the fusion center has the type of
unprofessional work environment that encourages incompetence and abuse. While pre-existing
reporting and research have earned fusion centers a bad reputation, journalists found shocking
examples where the MIAC shared unconfirmed social media rumors as intelligence for
“situational awareness.” Further reporting and research have established that the MIAC is
focused on minor crimes, especially property and drug crimes—i.e., the surveillance and
monitoring of domestic subjects—instead of national security threats. In practice, this work often
translates into an intense focus on vulnerable populations, particularly people that use drugs,
people with mental illness, and unhoused people. The United States became the global leader
in incarceration by treating all social problems as issues for the cops and courts. The MIAC, and
other fusion centers, are part of this process. Fusion centers are the nerve system of mass
criminalization.

Fusion centers are the nerve system of mass criminalization
While this shadow report and the organizations endorsing it call for the MIAC to be
closed, the legislature voted for oversight. However, the solution proposed by LD 12 –
self-policing of the MIAC by its Advisory Board – is not meaningful oversight. Our original
analysis of previous audits and related review of BlueLeaks documents identifies serious flaws
in this approach. The MIAC’s Advisory Board is not an independent entity and includes the
senior leadership of the MIAC. Such self-policing is a clear conflict of interest. Our review of past
audits and related BlueLeaks documents suggests that this arrangement is not facilitating
meaningful oversight. We have found several documents in BlueLeaks, which appear to violate
the MIAC’s privacy policy. These documents–and others potentially like them–can easily slip
through the cracks of the MIAC’s flawed privacy audit process. The Advisory Board audits a
random selection of documents and, as such, avoids scrutinizing many of the documents that
pose the greatest risk to privacy and other civil liberties.
Most importantly, the parameters of the privacy audit are too narrow to capture all the
concerns posed by MIAC. In recent years, Americans and Mainers have raised serious
questions about the criminal legal system. Widespread concerns about privacy and civil liberties
protection led the Maine State Legislature to pass and the governor to sign the first statewide
regulations on facial recognition technology in the nation in 2021. This legislation bans the use
of the technology in most areas of government and strictly limits its use by law enforcement.9 In
our review of BlueLeaks documents, we found documents that raise questions about the MIAC’s
use of private data brokers and ability to analyze cell phone data. These systems, like the
recently regulated facial recognition technology, also pose existential threats to privacy and
9

Grace Woodruff, “Maine Now Has the Toughest Facial Recognition Restrictions in the U.S.” Slate, July
2, 2020, https://slate.com/technology/2021/07/maine-facial-recognition-government-use-law.html.
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other basic rights. The privacy audit process does not extend past the bulletins produced and
shared by the MIAC to assess the surveillance technologies purchased and used by the
intelligence center. The public concern for privacy and civil liberties protection is not limited to
facial recognition surveillance. These surveillance systems and their current use by the MIAC
deserve the same scrutiny. The privacy audit will not touch on this issue.
Even if the privacy audit was extended to cover the full scope of MIAC operations,
privacy is not the only concern posed by the MIAC. Should police surveillance be part of Maine’s
response to social problems like mental illness or substance use disorder? Does such
surveillance even have a positive impact on these issues? The cases of Joshua Hussey and
Jesse Harvey, discussed in detail in the subsection titled “the MIAC’s impact on vulnerable
populations,” are reasons to believe that this criminalization is part of the problem. Police
surveillance was involved in the preventable deaths of both Hussey and Harvey. The former
needed help, and the latter needed to be free to do his harm reduction work without police
harassment. Instead, both were criminalized and targeted by police. At a time of broad
questioning of the criminal legal system, including a nearly successful bill to decriminalize
possession of illegal substances in Maine, the MIAC’s hyper-focus on minor crimes demands
reflection.

Should police surveillance be part of Maine’s response to social
problems like mental illness or substance use disorder?
This report is a contribution to this needed reflection and provocation that renews the
calls of LD 1278–Defund the MIAC!–and questions the efficiency of LD 12. Self-policing is not
meaningful oversight. Meaningful for oversight would be a thorough, open, and independent
investigation. To this end, this report also outlines what a real investigation of the MIAC would
entail. We detail procedures that could guide a more meaningful privacy audit. We also identify
a series of unanswered questions and unaddressed issues. The current situation is not a
serious solution to the problems raised in 2020: investigate and defund the Maine Information
Analysis Center!

The current situation is not a serious solution to the problems raised in
2020: investigate and defund the Maine Information Analysis Center!
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What We Know about Fusion Centers and the MIAC
The MIAC and Fusion Centers
The Maine Information and Analysis Center (MIAC) is part of the National Network of
Fusion Centers, a group of interagency intelligence hubs recognized by the Department of
Homeland Security but managed by either state or municipal police. Originally set up for
national security purposes, most fusion centers now have a potentially limitless “all crimes, all
threats, all hazards mission.”10 In practice, fusion centers are managed by police agencies and
are adjuncts to policing.
Organizationally, fusion centers are data analysis and processing nodes in
information-sharing networks. While managed by municipal or state police, personnel from other
federal, state, and local agencies also work out of fusion centers. These personnel often have
access to different databases than the ones available to police officers managing the fusion
center. This arrangement is intentional and designed to facilitate information sharing. The Maine
State Police officers running the MIAC may not be able to directly search a federal database,
but they can indirectly access it through the federal personnel who work out of the MIAC.
In addition to these arrangements, fusion centers will also enter agreements with other
entities that allow them to remotely access their records. Fusion centers often buy databases
from private brokers, companies that collect personal identifying information and sell it. The
information that data brokers collect is extensive. It can encompass court records, motor vehicle
records, census data, birth certificates, marriage licenses, voter registration information,
bankruptcy records, divorce records, cell phone geolocation data, data purchased from credit
card providers and retailers, and information gleaned from social media.
Fusion centers also can become repositories for new sources of data from specialized
surveillance systems connected to a given fusion center. The Boston Regional Intelligence
Center, for example, operates a real-time crime center that monitors the thousands of
surveillance cameras throughout the Boston metro area.11 The New Jersey Regional Operations
Center, a fusion center operated by the New Jersey State Police, receives data from automated
license plate readers operated and set up by municipal law enforcement throughout the state.12
With all these data streams flowing into the fusion center, analysts try to identify patterns
and produce intelligence for other government agencies and the private sector. Often, fusion
10

For an in depth discussion of the origins and creation of fusion centers see, Brendan McQuade,
Pacifying the Homeland: Intelligence Fusion and Mass Supervision (Oakland: University of California
Press, 2019), 1-4, 21-25, 60-88.
11
Rebecca Cadenhead, “The State of Surveillance in Boston Public Schools,” The Harvard Crimson,
November 11, 2021, https://www.thecrimson.com/article/2021/11/11/boston-school-surveillance/; “Get the
BRIC out of Boston,” Muslim Justice League, undated,
https://muslimjusticeleague.org/our-work/get-the-bric-out-of-boston/.
12
Attorney General Paula T. Dow to Director of Office of Homeland Security and Preparedness, Director
of Division of Criminal Justice, Superintendent of New Jersey State Police, All County Prosecutors All
County Sheriffs, All Police Chiefs, All Law Enforcement Chief Executive, December 3, 2010, State of New
Jersey, Office of Attorney General, Directive No.2010-5 “Law Enforcement Directive Promulgating
Attorney General Guidelines for the Use of Automated License Plate Readers (ALPRs) and Stored ALPR
Data,” https://www.state.nj.us/oag/dcj/agguide/directives/Dir-2010-5-LicensePlateReadersl-120310.pdf.
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centers provide simple case support. Analysts will perform basic searches for police
investigators who call into the fusion center to get more information, usually about a suspect or
person of interest: addresses, criminal histories, known family members, and friends. This is
how fusion centers act as Google for cops. Other times, fusion centers, and especially the
largest among them, will work with police investigators for weeks or months. They will complete
multiple rounds of data analysis and may even get deeply involved in intelligence collection. In
these situations, fusion centers will often use specialized software to create sophisticated
intelligence products. This is how fusion centers act as an outsourced intelligence division, a
miniature CIA or NSA on call for municipal police and other registered users of the fusion center
in government and the private sector.
Different fusion centers, for example, are known to have the capability to run facial
recognition searches or automatically monitor social media.13 Many fusion centers have
software that allows them to analyze telephony metadata and produce a pattern of life analysis.
In other words, some fusion centers have the capability to take an unwieldy mass of data about
calls, messages, and locations taken from an individual phone and run it through software that
produces a concise report about other phone numbers which have been frequently contacted,
the geographical locations frequented, and, hence, the general rhythms of the user of the phone
in question. Using similar software, some fusion centers have the capability to combine various
sources of data and produce a social network or link analysis that maps out the connections
among people, businesses, properties, cars, guns, and other data points.14 Data mapping is
another common analytic capability of fusion centers. The most basic version of data mapping
in law enforcement is a “hotspot” map that shows the geographical distribution and clustering of
criminal incidents. Today, analysts at fusion centers go beyond crime data. They will geocode
and map crime incidents often in relation to demographic information and other data sources.15
Some fusion centers have software packages that take this mapping further and try to predict
the likely location of future crimes by analyzing hundreds of layers of data and identifying the
correlations associated with particular crime types.16

13

Fusion centers in Boston and Oakland are known to have (or have had) automated systems to monitor
social media. Micah Lee, How Northern California’s Police Intelligence Center Tracked Protests, The
Intercept (Aug. 17, 2020),
https://theintercept.com/2020/08/17/BlueLeaks-california-ncric-black-lives-matter-protesters/;
At least ten fusion center are known to have the ability to run facial recognition searches: Nasser
Eledroos and Kade Crockford, “Social Media Monitoring in Boston: Free Speech in the Crosshairs,”
Privacy SOS, 2018, https://privacysos.org/social-media-monitoring-boston-free-speech-crosshairs/;Ryan
Mac, Caroline Haskins, and Logan McDonald, “Clearview’s Facial Recognition App Has Been Used By
The Justice Department, ICE, Macy’s, Walmart, And The NBA,” Buzzfeed News, February 27, 2020,
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/clearview-ai-fbi-ice-global-law-enforcement;
14
This report explains common software systems used at many fusion centers to analyze telephony
metadata and produced patterns of life and social network analyses. This capability is used on a
case-by-case basis as part of police investigation. Chris Schiano, “Reveal: Denver Police Using
NSA-Grade Surveillance Software,” Unicorn Riot, April 4, 2016.
https://unicornriot.ninja/2016/revealed-denver-police-using-nsa-grade-surveillance-software/
15
Esri, Geospatial Intelligence for Fusion Centers. An Esri White Paper, April 2011.
https://silo.tips/download/an-esri-white-paper-april-2011-geospatial-intelligence-for-fusion-centers
16
Brendan McQuade, "World Histories of Big Data Policing," Journal of World-Systems Research 27, no.
1 (2021): 128.
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While some fusion centers are “co-located” with other government entities, often FBI
field offices or the headquarters of regional High Intensity Drug Trafficking Areas, the MIAC, like
most fusion centers, was created as a new, standalone entity in the mid-2000s. At the time, the
newly created Department of Homeland Security (DHS) encouraged state governments to set
up fusion centers. In 2004, a year after DHS officially opened its doors, the department
recognized 18 fusion centers. Two years later, an executive order issued by Maine Governor
Baldacci created the MIAC, which joined the then-37 fusion centers recognized by the DHS.
Today, there are 80 DHS-recognized fusion centers.17
Fusion centers can be hard to evaluate. As a grant-driven federal initiative with “baseline
capabilities” but no binding standards, no two fusion centers are alike. The variation from fusion
center to fusion center can be dramatic. The phrase—“If you’ve seen one fusion center, you’ve
seen one fusion center”—has become clichéd within the intelligence and law enforcement
community and reflects the wide variations among fusion centers.18 Official secrecy, moreover,
cloaks fusion centers, so what little public information is available on a particular fusion center
rarely provides much detail on its unique profile.
In general, however, fusion centers have earned a poor reputation within the
government. The first warnings came in 2007 and 2008. Government auditors found that fusion
centers duplicated the mission of existing agencies and offices, exacerbating existing
bureaucratic rivals.19 At this time, the ACLU raised civil liberties concerns and brought attention
to the role of the military and private sector in the fusion centers.20
In October 2012, the US Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations excoriated
fusion centers. After two years of investigation, they could not identify any “reporting which
uncovered a terrorist threat…[or any] contribution such fusion center reporting made to disrupt
an active terrorist plot.”21 The Senate reiterated the findings of earlier audits and brought
17
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uncomfortable national attention to the fusion centers. “DHS ‘fusion centers’ portrayed as pools
of ineptitude and civil liberties intrusions” read The Washington Post’s headline.22 The New York
Times reported that “One of the nation’s biggest domestic counterterrorism programs has failed
to provide virtually any useful intelligence.”23 Within the fusion center community, this problem
carries the name “intelligence spam.”24
Seven months later, these criticisms were confirmed in horrific fashion by the Boston
Marathon Bombing. In the preceding two years, the FBI and CIA neglected to share information
about Tamerlan Tsarnaev, the elder brother implicated in the attack, with the Boston Regional
Intelligence Center. Even if they had, Boston’s fusion center was most concerned with
surveilling Occupy Boston.25
By 2012, the failure of fusion centers was plain. It led to the first calls to close them.
They came from conservative think tanks.26 In response to the Senate Report, the Heritage
Foundation recommended that DHS “dramatically reduce the number of fusion centers” to 32
because the “terrorist threat is not high and…financial support is too thin or could be allocated
more effectively.”27 In 2016, The American Enterprise Institute called for eliminating many fusion
centers and merging others into Joint Terrorism Task Forces, an older interagency
counterterrorism program run by the FBI.28
While fusion centers have long been criticized, there has not been a serious attempt to
address these problems until recently. LD 1278, debated in Maine in the summer of 2021, was
the first legislative effort to close a fusion center. While unsuccessful, it resulted in the passage
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of another bill, LD 12, which set up the first requirement for a fusion center to report to
legislators.
Recently, fusion centers have become subjects for debate in more jurisdictions. In
December 2021, a group of citizens in Oregon filed a class-action suit alleging that the state’s
TITAN Fusion Center overstepped its initial focus on information sharing for national security
purposes and, instead, unlawfully spied on peaceful demonstrators opposing natural gas
infrastructure. The plaintiffs want the court to declare Oregon’s TITAN Fusion Center unlawful,
halt its operations, and order the center to destroy or expunge all records on them and their
organizations.29 In Milwaukee, candidates in the mayoral primary have called to close that city’s
fusion center.30
In other jurisdictions, legislators have responded to pressure from below and reduced
funding for fusion centers or denied budget increases. In Boston, concerns about racial profiling
and political policing have focused attention on the activities of the Boston Regional Intelligence
Center, leading to calls to dismantle the “gang” database maintained by the fusion center.31 In
July 2021, the Boston City Council declined to approve an $850,000 grant awarded to the
Boston Regional Intelligence Center in recognition of these concerns.32 In Minnesota,
mobilization from privacy advocates and racial justice activists compelled state legislators to
abandon a proposed $5 million budget increase for the state’s fusion center.33

The Profile and History of the MIAC
As a result of this increased public scrutiny, most basic details regarding the MIAC are
now public information. In 2015, when the MIAC first received meaningful attention from
journalists, the Department of Public Safety would not provide budget or staffing figures.34 Now,
these figures are known as a result of open records requests filed in the Spring of 2020 and
related efforts of the Department of Public Safety to address public concerns about the MIAC.
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The MIAC is one of the smaller fusion centers. The staffing levels of fusion centers vary.
Some have less than ten staff; others have as many as 80 or 100.35 In July 2020, the MIAC had
six full-time positions, ten part-time positions, and four management positions. Personnel from
Maine State Police and Maine Emergency Management provide much of the leadership and
full-time staff. However, personnel from the FBI, Border Patrol, National Guard, New England
High Intensity Drug Trafficking Initiative (HIDTA), Bureau of Motor Vehicles, Maine Warden’s
Service, Kennebec County Sheriff's Office, and Franklin County Sheriff's Office also staff the
center, many on a part-time basis.36 In recent years, the MIAC’s budget ranged from a low of
$743,903 in 2019 to a high of $1.07 million in 2017. Importantly, these budgets do not include
the salary cost assigned to MIAC from agencies other than the Maine State Police.
For the first nine years of its operation, the MIAC garnered little attention. That situation
changed in 2015 when the LePage Administration tasked the MIAC with analyzing arrests and
overdoses as part of the state’s response to the opioid epidemic. This attention brought scrutiny.
At the time, The Press Herald reported that MIAC’s three-member Oversight Board had not met
in years.37 In response, Representative Charlotte Warren called for strengthening and
expanding the MIAC’s Advisory Board, but the proposal did not get out of legislative council. 38
The MIAC soon returned to headlines when the LePage administration held a press
conference in 2016 urging Mainers to take part in the “See something, say something”
campaign and report suspicious activity to the MIAC.39 “See Something, say something” is the
public face of the National Suspicious Activity Reporting Initiative, an effort to encourage
widespread monitoring of “suspicious activity”, which the federal government defines as
“observed behavior reasonably indicative of pre-operational planning associated with terrorism
or other criminal activity.”40 “See Something, say something” encourages civilians to call 9-11 or
35
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the non-emergency phone number of local law enforcement to report suspicious activity. If
warranted, local law enforcement forwards the resultant Suspicious Activity Report (SAR) to a
nearby fusion center, which reviews the reports. If the fusion center concludes that the report is
credible, it is entered into the Nationwide Suspicious Activity Reporting System.
There is little oversight over the suspicious activity reporting process, and the few
examples of audits raise concerns of racial profiling. The Los Angeles Police Department Office
of Inspector General conducted several audits of SARs, which documented a clear pattern of
racial profiling. The March 2013 audit showed 82% of SARs were written on non-white people,
with the largest sample written on the black community.41 The January 2015 audit showed 79%
of SARs were written on non-whites and 30% of SARs concerned black people.42 The
September 2016 audit found 79% of SARs were written on non-whites.43 There is no similar
publicly available information about the MIAC’s work processing SARs, but the webpage of the
Maine Emergency Management Agency on the “See Something, Say Something” campaign
identifies MIAC as the Maine government entity that vets SARs.44
The MIAC receded from public attention until 2020 when it became the subject of
sustained debate. Amid mounting concern, both in Maine and around the country, around facial
recognition surveillance, The Press Herald published a February 2020 feature story on the
surveillance programs of the Maine State Police, which included coverage of the MIAC. At this
point, the Department of Public Safety would not provide any information about the MIAC’s
technological capabilities and refused to “provide a detailed budget, meeting minutes from an
advisory committee tasked with oversight, or any audits of the center’s operation.” The story
noted that a representative from Central Maine Power– Bruce Lewis, the utility’s director of
security–sat on the MIAC’s advisory board.45
The connection between CMP and MIAC soon became controversial. In May 2020, a
whistleblower alleged that the MIAC gathered information on the Say No to the New England
Clean Energy Corridor campaign and passed that information to staff at CMP.46 George Loder, a
Maine State Trooper, filed a whistleblower complaint that alleged the MIAC gathered information
on the opposition to Central Maine Power’s The New England Clean Energy Connect, a
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transmission line project that was ultimately rejected by Maine voters in a referendum in
November 2021. Loder claimed that the MIAC passed this information on to CMP.
The whistleblower complaint also alleged that the MIAC illegally collected and retained
other information. Loder charged that the MIAC maintained information on counselors and
volunteers for the group Seeds of Peace, a camp for young people from conflict areas around
the world to learn peacebuilding and leadership skills. It claimed that the MIAC has agreements
with “agencies in other states having plate readers to provide information on Maine registered
vehicles.” This alleged arrangement would allow the MIAC to circumvent Maine law, which
prohibits the retention of data from automated license plate readers for more than 21 days.
Loder also charged that “the information is mined from the license plate data of the other
agencies by computer without any pre-existing suspicion of criminal activity.” The suit also
claimed that the MIAC retains information from the background checks that the state police
conducts on people seeking to buy guns, effectively creating a database of gun owners. Finally,
the suit alleged that the MIAC “conducts electronic surveillance of people’s social media and
other accounts and permanently retains personal and private information on those individuals
because they engaged in constitutionally protected activity such as participating in a lawful
protest or purchasing a firearm.”47
In June 2020, the publication of BlueLeaks created an even greater scandal. The
transparency collective Distributed Denial of Secrets published 269 gigabytes of hacked police
files, including 5 gigabytes from the MIAC. The hacks compromised the MIAC’s website and
email system, resulting in the publication of the records shared by and with the MIAC.
Subsequent analysis and reporting showed that the MIAC focused mostly on minor crimes and
produced intelligence with a clear political bias.48 This coverage added fuel to the fire sparked
by the whistleblower complaint and led legislators to propose two bills related to the MIAC in the
summer of 2020.
The hacks, however, did not touch the MIAC’s internal information systems, which
means the archive cannot confirm or refute Loder’s allegations concerning illegal data retention
on protestors and gun owners, as well as circumventing Maine law by accessing data license
plate readers set up by law enforcement out of state. BlueLeaks does provide some
confirmation of monitoring of CMP. An August 28, 2018, situational awareness report published
by the MIAC details a case of "criminal mischief and littering in The Forks, ME, in protest of the
New England Clean Energy Connect (NECEC) project… Signs were hung on trees and on a
wire suspended across a gorge that is used by local rafting companies… Paint stirring sticks
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with hand-written messages were also thrown into the gorge."The document also asks law
enforcement to report any information on the incident to the Maine Warden Service.49
At this point, it seems unlikely that the allegations in the Loder complaint will be settled in
the courts in the near future. In March 2021, the US District Court for Maine dismissed the
charges in the Loder complaint but did so on a technicality and without addressing the
substance of the allegations. The Loder complaint charged that the MIAC violated the Privacy
Act, the federal statute that governs how federal agencies collect, store, and share personal
identifying information. However, the court found that Privacy Act does not apply to the MIAC,
which, despite its multi-jurisdictional nature, is classified as part of state government. Hence, the
court dismissed the charges on procedural grounds and did nothing to either confirm or refute
the allegations.50 The case may still go to trial, but the only counts still under consideration
concern wrongful termination. It is possible the substantive claims regarding illegal surveillance
could be re-litigated in an appeal, but this is not assured.51
The status of the whistleblower complaint notwithstanding, all the controversy and
contention around the MIAC put sustained focus on the secretive intelligence center. We now
know more about the MIAC than ever before, and it is clear that there are serious issues that
need to be addressed and will not be touched by the DPS report.
Organization
The MIAC, like other fusion centers, has a task force organization, which muddles
command hierarchies, creates organizational confusion, and undermines accountability
measures. Many of the personnel working at fusion centers have two supervisors: the fusion
center director and the supervisor at their home agency. As a result, chains of command at
fusion centers can be unclear. Multiple reports and studies from government auditors and
scholars document this issue and detail how it can cause confusion and misconduct.52
This dynamic is on display in the MIAC. From 2013 to 2018, Loder was assigned to the
Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF) operated by the FBI’s Boston field office but also was
required to report to the MIAC’s supervisor. Loder alleged that the MIAC command pressured
him to share information with the MIAC about the cases the JTTF was pursuing, which would
violate both FBI policy and the Privacy Act. Loder’s position between his home agency and two
interagency agency task forces created a tense and ambiguous situation that unsurprisingly led
to confusion and conflict. 53
49
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These muddled command hierarchies can also allow inappropriate behavior to slip
through the cracks. In May of 2021, the Bangor Daily News reported that James Minkowsky, a
former officer with the Lewiston Police Department who resigned in 2014 after two women
accused him of harassment and intimidation, was working out of the MIAC. The allegations in
the second complaint are particularly serious. According to a statement the second accuser
wrote when she applied for a temporary protection from abuse order against Minkowsky, he
“intimidated” her into sex by “placing his gun and badge on the chair,” claimed he was “above
the law” and “can get away with anything” because of his job as a police officer. The woman
also alleged that Minkowsky threatened to inform her abusive ex-husband about her current
whereabouts. 54
How did a disgraced officer, twice accused of abuse, come to work at the MIAC?
Reflecting the MIAC’s task force structure, Minkowsky is not employed by the State of Maine.
He is employed by the New England High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area, a federal program
that, among other initiatives, pays for specialized intelligence officers to work with state and
local agencies. A spokesperson for the Department of Public Safety tried to deflect the
controversy, noting that pre-employment vetting was the responsibility of the federal agency that
employs him.55 It is unclear whether DPS or the MIAC investigated these allegations.56
According to Minkowsky’s LinkedIn profile, he is still employed by HIDTA and still works out of
the MIAC.57
These same dynamics also create opportunities to evade regulation. The ACLU named
one aspect of this problem “policy shopping,” a situation where fusion center personnel can
“pick and choose from overlapping sets of laws so they can collect and use personal information
as freely as possible while avoiding privacy laws, open-records acts, and civil liability.”58 This is
precisely the issue at stake in Loder's claims regarding automated license plate readers. The
MIAC allegedly circumvents Maine law regarding data retention by remotely accessing data
from automated license plate readers in other states.59
The dismissal of the Loder suit on technical grounds also underscores the regulatory
problems posed by interagency task forces. The MIAC operates in an organizational
no-man's-land among federal, state, and local governments. The court could dismiss Loder’s
suit on a technicality precisely because of this ambiguous position. The court deemed that the
MIAC was not a federal entity, undermining a legal complaint against the MIAC premised on the
Federal Privacy Act. This problem is a structural issue with the institutional design of fusion
centers. Addressing this problem means reckoning with the very concept of a fusion center.
Indeed, some scholars and policy advocates contend that fusion centers are inherently
54
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unaccountable, whether due to organizational complexity and or a deliberate design to evade
privacy protections put in place in the 1970s.60 For this reason, this shadow report renews the
call to close the MIAC. Oversight and reform cannot fix fundamental design flaws.61
Mission and Operations
While fusion centers were created after 9-11 with an emphasis on terrorism, their scope
quickly grew to an expansive “all-crimes, all-threats, all hazards” mission. This ill-defined
mission makes fusion centers hard to evaluate and manage, a problem documented by the
DHS Office of the Inspector General, the Congressional Research Service, and the Senate
Permanent Committee on Investigations.62
In effect, the expansion to all-hazards was a practical matter and recognition that there is
not enough political violence to justify the expansion of the national security apparatus down to
the state and local level.63 Monahan and Regan, in their survey of 36 fusion centers, find three
“predictable” reasons for this expanding mission: “fusion centers have to be valuable to their
states, there is too little activity that is clearly terrorism related, and fusion center personnel have
to use their time and skills constructively.”64 In the face of practical political demands, fusion
centers have become supplements to law enforcement.
Analysis of BlueLeaks documents from the MIAC confirms exactly this point. For a
recently published peer-reviewed academic article, McQuade, Horne, Wehrwein, and Trujillo
conducted a document analysis of MIAC records and a network analysis of MIAC email access
logs. The findings clarify the substantive focus of MIAC and provide needed context to the
public claims of the MIAC’s leadership.65 During debates over LD 1278, the MIAC director cited
the disruption of a potential mass shooting, the prevention of potential suicide, and the location
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of sex offenders as examples of the MIAC’s work.66 The document and network analysis shows
that these selections, obviously chosen for their feel-good optics, do not accurately represent
the work of the MIAC. Instead, the analysis of MIAC documents and email access logs show
that the MIAC overwhelmingly focuses on property and drug crimes, neglecting other, arguably
more harmful public safety issues like domestic violence and wage theft. The point here is not
that the MIAC should be put to work to address issues but that the fusion center, despite its
expansive “all hazards” mission, remains preoccupied with traditional concerns of policing: the
conventional crimes associated with poverty and powerlessness.

During debates over LD 1278, the MIAC director cited the disruption of a
potential mass shooting, the prevention of potential suicide, and the location of
sex offender as examples of the MIAC’s work. The document and network
analysis shows that these selections, obviously chosen for their feel-good optics,
do not accurately represent the work of the MIAC. Instead, the analysis of
MIAC documents and email access logs show that the MIAC overwhelmingly
focuses on property and drug crimes, neglecting other, arguably more harmful
public safety issues like domestic violence and wage theft. The point here is not
that the MIAC should be put to work to address issues but that the fusion center,
despite its expansive “all hazards” mission, remains preoccupied with
traditional concerns of policing: the conventional crimes associated with
poverty and powerlessness.
The majority of MIAC documents concern the sharing of criminal information. Two-thirds
of the BlueLeaks documents definitely shared by the MIAC—939 of 1,382—are (1) requests to
identify a suspect or a wanted person, locate a person of interest or missing person, or provide
information about possible crimes or suspicious circumstances or (2) bulletins and reports on
specific incidents, cases, or individuals considered relevant to law enforcement but not directly
connected to a criminal investigation by a police agency in Maine. Add in the 147 cancellations
and updates that follow up on requests for information, and nearly 80 percent of these
documents concern the sharing of criminal information.67
The remaining 283 documents, either produced or clearly disseminated by the MIAC, are
more substantial intelligence reports. The most detailed intelligence reports produced by the
MIAC have a clear focus: drugs. The 2018 Official State of Maine Threat Assessment finds “no
specific, credible intelligence to indicate a terrorist threat to the state of Maine” and concludes
66
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“that heroin and opioids present the most significant near term drug threat to public health and
public safety.”68 This finding is reflected in the focus of other MIAC intelligence reports: 20
reports titled “Maine Drug Monitoring Initiative” and 16 “Opioid Arrest Bulletins.” The other major
MIAC intelligence product is the COVID Daily Update. There are 100 of these reports—35
percent of the 283 analytic products included the MIAC’s contribution to BlueLeaks. The rest of
the documents produced by the MIAC mostly concern protest and political violence, which
intelligence reports lump together as “civil unrest,” “extremism,” or “terrorism:” 27 were produced
by the MIAC and 132 were “pass throughs” from other agencies. All told, the MIAC’s intelligence
reporting–and particularly its original analysis (as opposed to the reports from other agencies it
disseminates as “pass throughs)”– is preoccupied with drug use. Remove the COVID reports
from consideration, and over one-third of the intelligence reports produced or otherwise
disseminated by the MIAC concern drugs.69
The network analysis of email access logs confirms the findings of the document
analysis while also providing insight into the larger information sharing network that surrounds
the MIAC. The email access logs provide the metadata about the intelligence products
disseminated by the MIAC: the emails that download a given document and a timestamp for the
download. By analyzing the types of documents different organizations accessed, we can
understand their priorities and gain insight into police discretion: what behaviors and issues are
viewed as security problems and by which institutions?
The MIAC’s distribution list has a wide reach. As a result of BlueLeaks, we know that
there were 4526 registered users of MIAC as of June 2020. This expansive list includes law
enforcement officers and intelligence officials from across Maine, the New England Region, and
across the country. It extends beyond law enforcement and intelligence to other government
officials such as Department of Motor Vehicles personnel and school superintendents. The
MIAC’s reach extends outside of the public sector. Many large corporations receive MIAC
products, including Avangrid, Hannaford’s, ExxonMobile, and Bath Iron Works. Civil society
organizations and nonprofits are also involved, such as universities, hospitals, and even special
interest groups. The president of the Maine Chamber of Commerce, for example, is a registered
user of the MIAC but, in contrast, there are no representatives from organized labor listed.70
Figure 1 below depicts the overall structure of the network.
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Figure 1: Network Analysis of MIAC Email Access Logs

Information does not flow uniformly. At the center of the network are a core of local and
state government organizations that disproportionately read and disseminate documents. This
list includes emails from the state government (Maine.gov) as well as many – but not all – of the
most populous municipalities in the state. Bangor is notable for its absence. Other small
municipalities like Penobscot, Ogunquit, and South Berwick download almost every MIAC
product. Why do these tiny towns consume so much MIAC intelligence? McQuade, Horne,
Wehrwein, and Trujillo conjectured that these are bored cops downloading “intelligence spam”
that busier police in larger jurisdictions simply ignore.71
Many organizations from outside of Maine are connected to the MIAC network. The most
prolific out-of-state readers of MIAC products are the Northern California Intelligence Center,
State of Connecticut, the District of Columbia. They most frequently accessed documents on
opioid arrestees and persons of interest who are suspects crossing state lines. The Department
of Homeland Security and Customs and Border Protection are the two federal agencies whose
officers most frequently downloaded documents from the MIAC. These officers frequently
viewed opioid arrests and national security reports passed through from other intelligence
operations. The role of Customs and Border Protection speaks to the fusion center’s role in the
policing of undocumented people. There are a handful of documents in the BlueLeaks archive
detailing undocumented people wanted to by Immigration and Customs Enforcement or
Customs and Border Protection.72
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The substance of documents shows a preoccupation with property crime: 14 of the 15
most downloaded documents concern property crime. Domestic violence is largely ignored. The
most central ‘wanted poster’ for a domestic assault circulated roughly as frequently as a wanted
poster for someone who had stolen a rare coin collection. The silence on domestic violence is a
damning reflection of the priorities of law enforcement. Maine has one of the lowest crime rates
in the United States. In recent years, the state records about 20 homicides annually, and over
half are connected to domestic violence situations. The MIAC ignores what is arguably the most
pressing public safety issue in the state in favor of property crime.73
Private firms also access documents. The most prolific private sector reader of MIAC
reports is the Auburn Mall. Auburn, along with neighboring Lewiston, are the twin cities of
Maine. They are post-industrial mill towns, which have not yet been gentrified. They contain the
four highest poverty census tracts in the state. The opioid epidemic has devastated this region.
Mall security at the Auburn Mall mostly reads documents on persons who have been arrested
for opioid use and shoplifting. 74
In this regard, the MIAC’s “all crimes, all threats, all hazards” mission practically
translates into supercharged policing. The MIAC gives police in Maine more resources to chase
the familiar targets of law enforcement. In a state with one of the lowest crime rates in the
country, the most common targets are property crime and drug use. Moreover, the MIAC
operations display the same discretionary focus on certain crimes that characterizes most law
enforcement. The low priority the MIAC places on domestic violence is indicative of a larger
trend in law enforcement, where police agencies tend to underreport, neglect, and even ignore
crimes against women.75
Similarly, the MIAC, like police in general, focuses on the crimes of the powerless: the
violent, property, and drug crimes that dominate conventional discussions of crime. There is no
evidence in BlueLeaks that MIAC focuses on white-collar crime of any kind, which, in fact, is
more harmful to society than conventional crime. The costs of wage theft, to consider just one
kind of white-collar crime, are greater than all property crimes combined. Recent studies of
wage theft in the United States concluded that the total nationwide losses of wage theft dwarf
those of property crimes. In 2014, for example, Employers stole an estimated $50 billion in
wages from their workers, more than the $14 billion in losses from all reported property crimes.76
Indeed, the Maine Department of Labor recently recovered nearly half a million dollars in back
wages and issued citations to 29 different employers.77
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The problems posed by MIAC, then, are not just the fact of surveillance and related
concerns about privacy but also the structural bias of law enforcement: the overcriminalization
of the crimes of the powerless and an undercriminalization of crimes of the powerful. This
structural bias is also racialized. The racial biases of the criminal legal system in the United
States are well documented. The criminal legal system in the United States is shaped by
racialized structural inequalities and animated by anti-black racism. As Michelle Alexander’s
breakthrough study puts it, mass incarceration is the new Jim Crow.78

The problems posed by MIAC, then, are not just the fact of surveillance and
related concerns about privacy but also the structural bias of law enforcement:
the overcriminalization of the crimes of the powerless and an
undercriminalization of crimes of the powerful. This structural bias is also
racialized.
Maine is not exempt from this issue. In 2019, The Council on State Government
conducted a comprehensive study for the Maine Commission to Improve the Sentencing,
Supervision, Incarceration, and Management of Prisoners. They reviewed ten years of arrest
records, court filings, and prison and probation admissions. They found that black people are
overrepresented in Maine’s prisons: one percent of the population is black, but 11 percent of
incarcerated people in Maine are black. What’s more, black people in the state’s carceral
system are sentenced disproportionately more when compared to white people. That
disproportionality is more pronounced for more serious crimes that bear harsher punishments:
black people account for 21 percent of class-A felony drug arrests (aggravated trafficking) and
15 percent of class-B felony drug arrests (trafficking).79
The impression left by the BlueLeaks documents supports these findings, although
inconsistencies in bulletins make a systematic analysis impossible. Not all documents specify
the race of individuals detailed in various bulletins. Often a picture and name are the only
demographic information provided. Since race is a matter of self-identification, it would have
been inappropriate to impute race by other data points such as last name or skin color. While
the data does not allow for precise analysis on questions of race, the analysis of MIAC
documents and email access logs shows a clear pattern and a hyper-focus on the crimes of the
powerless.
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Bias and Disinformation in MIAC Civil Unrest Reports
The structural biases of law enforcement that are baked into the MIAC’s mission and
operations are also complemented by a more explicit political bias in the MIAC’s intelligence
bulletins. When the news of BlueLeaks broke in Maine, much of the discussion centered on a
series of “Civil Unrest Daily Reports” on the racial justice protests in the summer of 2020. These
MIAC bulletins laundered right-wing conspiracies about paid protesters and bricks pre-staged at
protests for rioting as intelligence. They exemplify the shoddy and unprofessional work for which
fusion centers are now known.80
In terms of fusion centers, these “Civil Unrest Daily Reports” were situational awareness
reports. They were not part of an investigation. No informants were involved. Fusion center
analysts gathered open-source data and intelligence reports from other agencies in order to
brief law enforcement on the public safety issues presented by the protests. In this case,
however, situational awareness meant sharing unsupported and easily disproved claims.
The June 5, 2020 civil unrest reports warned that “unidentified individuals discussed
various websites for payment to agitate and commit violent acts.”81 To support this claim, the
report cited a bulletin from the San Antonio Division of the FBI that detailed two websites “used
to facilitate payments to violent agitators.” Nathan Bernard and Caleb Horton, independent
journalists, followed this lead, eventually publishing their findings in a long-form exposé in The
Mainer. They found that two websites referenced in the report, crowdsondemand.com and
protestjobs.com, were in no way providing “payment to agitate and commit violent acts.” Crowds
on Demand is a Beverly Hills-based public-relations firm that provides paid participants for
corporate and media events. Protest Jobs is a satirical website created in 2017 to mock
conspiracies about paid protests.82
It appears that this disinformation started to spread on far-right social media before
reaching the FBI and, from there, the national network of fusion centers and the MIAC. Protest
Jobs had been dormant for years until the racial justice protests during the summer of 2020
caused the website to go viral in far-right Facebook groups. Facebook users shared posts about
the site over 30,000 times, generating upwards of a million visits to Protest Jobs. This attention
led Snopes, a fact-checking website, to publish a story debunking claims that protestjobs.com is
a real business on May 31, 2020. The next day, the creator of Protest Jobs added a prominent
disclaimer that read: “REAL: 120,000+ AMERICANS ARE DEAD. FAKE: THIS WEBSITE.
REAL: TRUMP IS A FAILURE.” Then on June 3, Reuters published another article debunking
80
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claims that protestjobs.com was a real business.83 On June 5, the MIAC shared this
disinformation with law enforcement in Maine without, apparently, taking a moment to visit the
website and see the disclaimer or perform a simple internet search that would have provided the
two articles debunking the claim.
This was not the only disinformation shared by the MIAC as “intelligence” on the racial
justice protests in the summer of 2020. All the“Civil Unrest Daily Reports” warn of "Possible
pre-staging of bricks for access during Maine-based protests." 84 These reports provide two
different sources for these claims. The first source is a document from the FBI’s field office in
Boston, which states, “FBI Boston received a screenshot from the Facebook page…[that]…
stated that there are rumors of stacks of bricks and stones that have been placed strategically
throughout protests. The post indicated that ‘we think this is all part of the big plan.’”85
Again, Bernard and Horton did the basic fact-checking that MIAC personnel neglected to
do. They found that the Facebook page cited in the FBI document is owned by a pro-Trump
biker who refers to himself as “the Wolfmannn.” On Facebook, “the Wolfmannn” criticized efforts
to limit the spread of COVID as part of a tyrannical conspiracy to strip Americans of their rights.
He promoted a protest at the home of Massachusetts Governor Charlie Baker. The
demonstration was co-sponsored by Super Happy Fun America, a hate group that organized
the Boston Straight Pride Parade last year, and a rally at Boston Police headquarters in support
of Immigration and Customs Enforcement crackdowns on immigrants. Super Happy Fun
America is alleged to be a front for the white-nationalist group Resist Marxism.86
The other source for the claim about “pre-staged bricks” was an “Open Source
Intelligence Report” from the DHS Office of Intelligence and Analysis. This report cited a post
from a Twitter account called Marlene45MAGA. Again, Bernard and Horton investigated these
claims, finding compelling reasons to question the quality of the source:
A scroll through Marlene45MAGA’s Twitter feed reveals a cesspool of racist, pro-Trump,
COVID-conspiracy rantings similar to the posts and comments on the Wolfmannn’s
page. The account almost exclusively re-tweets other posts, at all hours of the day and
night; it has over 51,000 followers and is “following” nearly 49,000 other users — strong
indications that its function is purely political and at least partly automated. Yet this
anonymous, bot-like account was also treated by MIAC as a credible source of
intelligence about potential violence at Black Lives Matter protests. 87
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These were not the only dubious sources cited by the MIAC to support claims that the
demonstrations were violent and uniquely threatening to law enforcement. Bernard and Horton
also found other obviously satirical social media posts that the MIAC interpreted as evidence of
imminent danger, including “a similarly farcical incident involv[ing] the claim that a 19-year-old
was training terrorists via a comedy video she posted on the social media platform TikTok.”88
When asked about these sources, the Maine State Police Major, who at the time
oversaw administrative functions at the center, explained that when reports of suspicious activity
are sent to MIAC, “we are certainly considering the source and veracity of the
source…Sometimes we can independently verify that, other times we take it at face value. If we
set as a threshold that we are going to independently verify every piece of information that goes
out, then we would be sharing almost no information.” In response to the allegation of
pre-staged bricks, the major said, “we don’t need to verify that, it’s not important.” Wolfmannn
and Marlene4MAGA did not describe a specific threat but rather a general tactic allegedly used
by violent agitators. “This type of information, even if unconfirmed, is useful because it
enhances local cops’ “situational awareness,” he said. “Now law enforcement prepares for that.
They can work with others to be prepared for bricks, and other weapons.”89
These reports alone should be a major scandal but have been largely ignored. This lack
of response presents a stark contrast to the decisive action taken by the Department of Public
Safety in response to a lesser, similar scandal. In January 2021, a public controversy erupted
around Maine Capitol Police Chief Russle Gauvin, now retired, after The Mainer reported that
he shared right-wing conspiracy theories about the COVID-19 pandemic and 2020 election.90
This story resonated widely because it broke in the immediate aftermath of the insurrection at
the US capitol on January 6, 2021. In response to the scandal, DPS placed Gauvin on
administrative leave. After three months of investigation, the state reached a separation
agreement with Gauvin, who then retired.91
The contrast between these two scandals is hard to square. Why was Gauvin forced to
retire just for sharing right-wing conspiracy theories on social media, while the MIAC has faced
no consequences for laundering similar conspiracy theories as verified intelligence and sharing
them with law enforcement throughout the state?

Governance and Privacy Issues
In theory, the MIAC’s internal policies should guard against the kind of shoddy work seen
in the Civil Unrest Daily Reports. However, a careful review shows that the MIAC has violated its
own privacy policy and cannot be trusted to police itself. The mission of the MIAC, as stated in
their official Privacy Policy, is to “seek, acquire, and receive information, analyze such
88
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information, and, when lawful and appropriate, retain and disseminate such information to
individuals and agencies permitted access to the information.92 The very first guiding principle of
the MIAC is that “[i]n carrying out its work, the MIAC shall: [p]rotect privacy, civil rights, civil
liberties, and other protected interests of all individuals.”93 The policy explicitly states that law
enforcement intelligence gathering and monitoring of activities that involve Freedom of Speech,
Freedom of the Press, and Freedom of Assembly must be based on whether criminal activity
and/or suspicious activity has or is occurring as shown by specific, articulable facts.94
Our analysis of the MIAC’s Governance Structure and Privacy Audit procedures and a
related review of BlueLeaks documents reveals that the MIAC fails to adhere to its own explicitly
stated mission, guiding principles, and legal standards. It collects and maintains information that
violates individuals’ fundamental civil rights in the absence of specific, articulable facts related to
criminal or suspicious activity. It fails to protect the privacy of individuals swept up in its
indiscriminate dragnet.
Governance
MIAC’s Governance structure consists of four key roles, as outlined in Figure 2 below.
The structure combines four specific roles (Director, Privacy Officer, Compliance Officer, and
Security Officer) with an Advisory Board. However, two of the roles (Compliance Officer and
Security Officer) are held by the same individual, the MIAC Sergeant. The other two roles are
held by the MIAC Lieutenant and the MIAC Staff Attorney, respectively. As a result, some
members of the Advisory Board are the only individuals involved in the governance structure of
the MIAC who are not also involved in its operations.
Figure 2 - MIAC Governance Structure
Role

Key Responsibilities

Individual(s)

MIAC Director

●
●
●

Primary operational oversight
Personnel and technology oversight
Enforcing the privacy policy, including
assessing the quality of and destroying
information maintained by MIAC

MIAC Lieutenant

MIAC Privacy
Officer

●

Ensuring that privacy, civil rights, and civil
liberties are protected as provided in the
Privacy Policy
Receiving and responding to inquiries about
privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties
Recommending updates to the Privacy Policy
every year in response to the results of audits

Maine State Police
Staff Attorney

●
●
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MIAC
Compliance
Officer

●
●
●

MIAC Security
Officer

●
●

●
MIAC Advisory
Board

●

Conducting Privacy Audits every year
Privacy training, business process, and
technology system changes to
Investigating suspected or known misuse of
information or violations of the policy

MIAC Sergeant

Maintaining a record of all training
Determining whether a data breach has
occurred and managing notifications as
needed
Maintaining a record of all audits

MIAC Sergeant

Responsible for reviewing new and revised
written MIAC privacy policies

Various Members,
nearly all of whom are
unelected public
officials, and two of
whom are members of
the public.95

However, the Advisory Board is made of individuals who are largely unaccountable to
the public at large or who lack the necessary expertise to provide meaningful oversight. The
colonel of the Maine State Police or his designee, in consultation with the director of the Maine
Emergency Management Agency, appoints advisory board members. The board contains
numerous public officials, none of whom are elected. Additionally, the board contains two Public
Members serving in a private capacity. The first is a litigation attorney from Bangor, ME, who
specializes in estate planning and criminal defense and does not list privacy or intelligence as
areas of expertise,96 and the second is a real estate agent from Brunswick, ME, with no
experience in privacy or intelligence.97 The director of security for CMP, Bruce Lewis, once sat
on the Advisory Board but stepped down after his post became controversial in light of the
allegations in the whistleblower complaint that the MIAC passed intelligence on the Say No to
the New England Clean Energy Corridor campaign to the utility.98 While MIAC leadership denied
that Lewis’s departure from the Advisory Board was related to the allegations at a July 30, 2020
open house meeting held at the MIAC for journalists, legislators, and members of the public, the
timing of the move speaks for itself.
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A review of the Advisory Board’s minutes from the October 4, 2021 meeting provides
evidence that even the Board itself has recognized a need for more independent oversight.99
During the meeting, Major Brian Scott of the Maine Police asked “[s]hould we fill [the Privacy
Officer position] with someone from the Maine Police?” and suggested instead that the Board
consider “someone outside” with a “neutral[,] objective viewpoint” in order to promote
“transparency and legitimacy.”100 However, the current MIAC Privacy Officer continues to be the
Staff Attorney for the Maine State Police. 101
MIAC’s Privacy Policy
MIAC’s Privacy Policy, which was last updated in March 2019, prior to the murder of
George Floyd, the subsequent protests, and BlueLeaks, applies to all MIAC personnel,
participating agency personnel, IT services support personnel, and contractors, and requires
that all such personnel “shall protect individuals’ rights as guaranteed by the United States of
America and Maine Constitutions and other applicable laws protecting privacy, civil rights, and
civil liberties.”102 The policy itself claims that the MIAC’s policies are in compliance with
numerous Federal and State laws, including the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Americans with
Disabilities Act, the Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons Act, the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act, the Maine Criminal History Record Information Act (16 M.R.S. c.7), the
Maine Intelligence and Investigative Record Information Act (16 M.R.S. c.9), and others;
however, the recent whistleblower lawsuit in the Federal District of Maine alleged that the
MIAC’s practices, in fact, violate a number of these Federal and State laws.103
Limitations on Information-gathering by MIAC: According to the policy, the MIAC can
only “seek, acquire, retain, or share information” that meets the criteria outlined in Figure 3.
Some of these criteria provide little to no actual limitation to the MIAC’s information gathering
and retention capabilities. For example, the MIAC may, under its policy, acquire and retain
information that is unrelated to a specific criminal or public safety threat, as long as it
determines that such information is “useful” in the “administration of criminal justice and public
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safety.” The policy provides no definitions or standards for determining when information is
useful in the administration of public safety.104
Much of the intelligence-gathering done by the MIAC and other fusion centers occurs
under the rubric of “situational awareness,” which is defined Chapter 6 § 321d of the United
States Code as “information gathered from a variety of sources that, when communicated to
emergency managers, decision-makers, and other appropriate officials, can form the basis for
incident management decisionmaking and steady-state activity.” This broad definition allows the
MIAC boundless discretion to monitor everyone from people that use (but do not traffic) drugs to
unhoused people with mental illness to seemingly random social media users to protesters of all
kinds.
Requirements on Information Sources: Additionally, the policy requires that the
information collected by MIAC come from a reliable and verifiable source, or, where the source
may not be reliable and verifiable, that the limitations on the quality of the information be clearly
identified in the record, and that the source of the information be appropriately documented. As
discussed below in a review of a MIAC Privacy Audit, there is circumstantial evidence from its
own internal analysis that MIAC is violating this requirement.105
Moreover, the BlueLeaks records provide countless examples of the MIAC’s failure to
follow this point. The closest the MIAC comes to addressing the quality of information it
disseminates is the official disclaimer included on all MIAC bulletins: “DATA CONTAINED IN
THIS RECORD SHOULD BE INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED.” Simply put, the MIAC does not
stand behind the quality of its work and provides no guarantee that the information it shares is
accurate. Case in point: the aforementioned Civil Unrest Daily Reports, which show the
collection and dissemination of misinformation, sourced from Facebook posts by individuals with
no connection to law enforcement, without any indication as to the reliability of the source of the
information.106 This incident is evidence that MIAC is violating its own policies.
Information on Political Participation and Beliefs: One aspect of the information released
by BlueLeaks, which generated significant public and media concern, in particular, was the
evidence that the MIAC both collected and disseminated information related to planned
protests, by both left-leaning and right-leaning organizations, without any indication of criminal
conduct or a possible threat.107 The acquisition and dissemination of this information is a direct
104
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violation of MIAC’s own policy, which states that the MIAC “shall not intentionally seek, acquire,
retain or share information about individuals or organizations solely on the basis of their
religious, political, or social views or activities” or “their participation in a particular non-criminal
organization or event.”108 Moreover, the acquisition and dissemination of this information is likely
a direct violation of 28 C.F.R. § 23.20(b).109
Even members of the MIAC Advisory Board have indicated that they do not believe the
MIAC should collect and retain information based on their political beliefs alone. In the minutes
to the Advisory Board’s December 2020 meeting, the MIAC Privacy Officer expressed concern,
with respect to “sovereign citizens,” about the “collection of information on people based on their
beliefs - in this case, their beliefs regarding the authority of government agencies and
officials.”110 Indeed, the Blueleaks archive includes four MIAC bulletins on individuals identified
as Sovereign Citizens and one more detailing behaviors associated with the movement.111 While
it is encouraging to see this concern discussed, it is inexplicable that the MIAC Privacy Officer
would not raise similar concerns about the MIAC’s reporting on 2020 racial justice protests. After
all, this privacy audit occurred after the publication of BlueLeaks and the subsequent criticism of
the MIAC’s monitoring of these protests. Instead, the meeting minutes give the impression that
the MIAC Privacy officer is more concerned about violating the civil rights and liberties of
“sovereign citizens,” a group whose political beliefs by definition require the violation of
numerous Federal and state laws, than violating the civil rights of individuals attending a Black
Lives Matter protest.112 This selective concern underscores the need for independent oversight.
Even when the press has done its duty and brought a troubling issue to public attention, the
MIAC’s Advisory Board ignores it in favor of more quixotic concerns.
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Restrictions on Access and Dissemination: MIAC’s policy requires that the MIAC label
information added to its system “to the maximum extent feasible and reasonable, and pursuant
to applicable limitations on access and sensitivity of disclosure, in order to . . . [p]rotect
individuals’ right of privacy and their civil rights and civil liberties” and “[p]rotect legally required
protections based on the individual’s status as a child, sexual abuse victim, resident of a
substance abuse treatment program, resident of a mental health treatment program, or resident
of a domestic abuse shelter.”113
Records released as part of BlueLeaks provide direct evidence that the MIAC has
violated its own policy by disseminating unnecessary information about individuals’ past or
current history of mental health treatment. For example, an August 2018 “Situational
Awareness” bulletin on an individual with “possible mental health concerns” notes that the
individual “was taken to St. Mary’s hospital for evaluation.”114 These types of disclosures are
common in MIAC reports. An “Officer Safety” bulletin on a “Transient Maine (ME) resident with
history of mental health issues” divulges the individual’s “history of crisis evaluations and
psychiatric hospitalization.”115 Two other documents on missing juveniles violate the MIAC’s
privacy policy by providing inappropriate detail about mental health treatment. An April 2019
“Attempt to Locate” bulletin requests assistance “locating a female juvenile that has recently
run-away from the Sweetser Behavior Health Crisis Unit.”116 Similarly, an April 2020 “Missing
Person” report seeks information “on the whereabouts of two missing teenage girls from a
behavior health facility in the Central Maine area.”117
Sourcing Information from Commercial Databases: the privacy policy requires that the
MIAC comply with all applicable laws when acquiring and retaining records from a
nongovernmental information provider or a commercial database. Further, the policy prohibits
MIAC from acquiring or retaining information from such external sources when it knows or has
reason to believe that the provider or database: (1) is legally prohibited from acquiring or
disclosing the information; (2) uses methods that the MIAC cannot use; or (3) has acquired
information that the MIAC could not legally acquire.
Documents received in response to FOAA requests provide evidence that the MIAC
currently uses commercial databases as part of its investigations. For example, one heavily
redacted record shows a TransUnion report on a redacted individual, which provides information
on jobs, emails, usernames, aliases, and numerous social media profiles and internet sites.118
Another document traces a case that begins with a citizen report of “violent politically motivated
rhetoric on Facebook” and leads immediately to a request to “begin to look into this individual”
by a MIAC staffer. A case number and record are then created, and multiple reports are
113
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completed, including a “TLO (Comprehensive and Social Media)” report, which most likely refers
to the TransUnion TLOxp product.119 The document also contains the report itself, which
includes information on bankruptcies, liens, properties, corporate affiliations, and other
information which is fully redacted and cannot be identified. It is unclear why information of this
type would be relevant for investigating violent political speech on social media, which surfaces
questions as to whether MIAC’s use of commercial databases violates its own privacy policy by
allowing it to acquire information that it cannot legally acquire by itself.
The heavily redacted nature of the documents makes it impossible to determine if the
MIAC’s use of commercial databases violates its own policy and/or Federal or State privacy
laws. As with now strictly regulated facial recognition technology, these private data brokers
raise existential threats to privacy and other basic rights. There is currently no oversight or
transparency mechanisms that govern the MIAC’s use of technology.
Investigative Techniques: MIAC’s policy requires that any investigative techniques used
be in compliance with 28 C.F.R. Part 23, Federal and state constitutional provisions, and Maine
statutes and regulations. 28 C.F.R. Part 23 regulates criminal intelligence systems, providing
clear limitations on the operation of such systems. MIAC is a criminal intelligence system
subject to the regulations. 28 C.F.R. § 23.20(a) in particular requires that the MIAC “shall collect
and maintain criminal intelligence information concerning an individual only if there is
reasonable suspicion that the individual is involved in criminal conduct or activity and the
information is relevant to that criminal conduct or activity.” The Cellebrite case discussed below
provides clear evidence that the MIAC is in violation of 28 C.F.R. § 23.20(a), because it has
acquired and maintained information which is in no way “relevant to the identification of and the
criminal activity engaged in by an individual who . . . is reasonably suspected of involvement in
criminal activity,” and there is no indication that the MIAC has made efforts to permanently
delete this information from its records, in accordance with both the regulation and with its own
stated policy.120
Destruction of Information: The limitations outlined in Figure 3 also restrict MIAC’s ability
to retain information; thus, unless the MIAC can justify ongoing retention of information under
one of the bases outlined in Figure 3, it must destroy the information. Although MIAC’s Privacy
Policy indicates that MIAC “may retain information that is based on a level of suspicion that is
less than ‘reasonable suspicion,’ such as tips and leads or [Suspicious Activity Report]
information,” such retention is prohibited by 28 C.F.R. § 23.20(a) as discussed above.
Documents released by BlueLeaks show that MIAC has failed to destroy information in
accordance with its policy. Loder’s whistleblower complaint filed against the MIAC alleges that:
MIAC routinely monitors social media accounts and/or conducts background
checks on individuals associated with lawful public protests, frequently citing a
pretextual criminal offense (subjects may litter during the protest, for example) to
119
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justify the collection. MIAC then retains all the data collected even after finding no
indication of a threat, hazard, or criminal activity.121
Additionally, the Cellebrite case discussed below provides further evidence that MIAC is
violating its own policy and Federal regulation by failing to discern between criminal intelligence
information and other information and subsequently failing to remove information that is not
relevant to the identification of criminal activity.
MIAC’s own Advisory Board has recognized that the MIAC is not doing enough to
ensure the destruction of information where relevant. The MIAC Privacy/Civil Liberties/Civil
Rights Audit Report for the first half of 2020, released in Dec. 2020, indicates that the audit team
surfaced issues related to the “length of retention of information,” especially that concerning
Juveniles, for further discussion by the Advisory Board.122 The Audit Report for the second half
of 2020 specifically asked the question of “[w]hether, once a First Amendment-protected has
occurred, and if no criminal activity occurred during the event, ascertained information about the
event should be deleted from the Activity Report” as one of the “Points of Discussion for Further
Discussion with the Advisory Board.”123 In the October 2021 Advisory Board meeting, the MIAC
Privacy Officer introduced a concern around the retention of information for longer than is
necessary, and while some board members agreed, others indicated that the MIAC should
maintain all records, however minor, in archives–a practice which would certainly violate MIAC’s
privacy policy.124
Although information retention has surfaced as an issue during both audits and Advisory
Board meetings, it is not clear from the publicly-released files that the MIAC has established
clear guidelines. The absence of clear guidelines for information destruction and disposition
violates MIAC’s Privacy Policy, 28 C.F.R. § 23, Maine State law, and the federal Privacy Act, 5
U.S.C. § 552a.125
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Figure 3 - Limitations on when the MIAC can seek, acquire, retain or share information
Based on
criminal
predicate or
possible threat
to public safety

OR

Based on reasonable
suspicion that an
identifiable individual
or organization has
committed or is
planning criminal
conduct and the
information is relevant
to such conduct

OR

Relevant to
investigation and
prosecution of
suspected criminal
incidents, the justice
system response or
enforcement orders,
or the prevention of
crime

OR

Is useful in a
crime analysis
or in the
administration
of criminal
justice and
public safety

AND

The source of the information is reliable and verifiable, or limitations on the
quality of the information are identified

AND

The information was collected in a fair and lawful manner

Deficiencies in MIAC’s Privacy Audit Practices
MIAC’s Privacy Audit Policy, last amended in December 2020, governs the processes for
auditing the MIAC.126 To date, the MIAC has adopted a practice of performing the Audit two
times per year using six-month periods. When work on this report began, only the audits for
2019 and 2020 were posted on the MIAC website. Audits from 2021 are now available.127
Although MIAC’s Privacy Audit practices are regularly evolving, they continue to suffer from
numerous deficiencies, which have prevented the MIAC from identifying all of the likely privacy
policy violations outlined in the prior section. This section explores these deficiencies in detail.
Absence of Independent Oversight: The audit team is composed of the MIAC Director,
the MIAC Compliance Officer, a Public Member of the MIAC Advisory Board, and another board
member selected by the board’s chair, although the inclusion of the public member is not
mandatory.128 There are no truly independent audit team members, as the “public member,”
whose inclusion is not required, is a member of the MIAC Advisory Board and therefore affiliated
with the MIAC. Further, as discussed above, neither of the current Public Members of the MIAC
Advisory Board are experts in Privacy or Intelligence issues.
Independent audits are not a panacea for identifying and addressing privacy, civil rights,
and civil liberties issues posed by agencies like MIAC; however, they are a necessary starting
point. Experience shows that independent audits of law enforcement agencies can surface
significant problems in a transparent way that is more likely to reassure the public that good
governance is a real priority.
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For example, the Chicago Police Department gave the RAND Corporation “extraordinary
access” to evaluate the department’s controversial “Strategic Subject List” or “Heat List,” an
algorithmically generated list of people deemed most likely to be involved in a shooting. The
“Heat List” was billed as a tool to pre-empt crime by identifying and delivering services, such as
counseling, to at-risk individuals. In practice, it became a way to identify suspects.129 The RAND
analysts conducted a regression analysis comparing individuals on the “heat list” to a control
group. They found that individuals on the heat list were not more or less likely to be a victim of
homicide or shooting than the control group. They were, however, more likely to get arrested.
Through interviews with officers and observations of their activities, it became clear that this
finding reflected the fact the “heat list” was being used as a “wanted list” and not a tool to
pre-empt violence.130
Note the contrast between the MIAC’s Advisory Board’s self-policing and independent
oversight by a third party. The former is narrowly focused on elevating a small area. The latter is
a broad effort that develops its own momentum and identifies issues of concern. The MIAC’s
self-policing, now enshrined as public oversight through LD 12, is not meaningful accountability.
If the legislature wants oversight, they should follow the example of Chicago, bring in an
independent third party and provide them“extraordinary access” to the MIAC records, personnel,
and information systems.
Record Selection Should Be Entirely Risk-Based, and Review Should Be Risk-Prioritized
The MIAC’s 2019 audits selected records for audit through a purely randomized approach. After
filtering for only those MIAC activity reports from the time period of the audit, the audit team then
selected three percent of the activity reports at random, plus all SARs that were entered into the
Federal eGuardian system. In 2020, however, a slight change to the record selection process
appears to have coincided with the addition of the two public members from the Advisory Board
to the audit team. The audit for the first half of 2020, for example, combined activity reports
which were randomly selected with a few “handpicked entries” chosen by the public board
members; however, the report does not indicate how the handpicked entries were chosen, how
many handpicked entries were included and does not specify which MIAC record identifiers
correspond to the handpicked entries.
An analysis of the first half (1H) 2020 audit highlights the importance of a risk-based
approach to audit record selection rather than a randomized approach. Figure 4 provides an
overview of all “Record Evaluation Forms” contained in the 1H 2020 Audit. The questions from
the Record Evaluation Form can be found in the Annex, which contains a Record Evaluation
Form from the most recently published audit from the second half (2H) of 2021.131 It is important
to note that many of the questions are very high-level and generic, which makes a thorough
analysis of MIAC’s audit practices difficult. However, even a high-level analysis based on the
very limited information contained within the audit report produces evidence that the MIAC’s
129
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audit practices are failing to capture the MIAC records, which pose the greatest risk of privacy,
civil liberties, and civil rights violations. For example, of the 58 records shown in Figure 4, only
seven relate to suspicious E-guardian entries, SARs, social media, or civil unrest, the categories
where the risk of violating individuals’ privacy, civil rights, or civil liberties is high given the
absence of clear criminal activity. As shown in Figure 5, more than 40% of the records evaluated
contain neither personally identifying information, first amendment-protected activity, nor
religious terminology or language, despite these three categories being some of the most
sensitive areas for privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties violations. Many of the records, on the
other hand, involve either administrative reports or summaries that contain little or no personal
information or requests from other agencies related directly to criminal activity. The inclusion of
low-risk records in the audit is an ineffective use of the audit team’s time and efforts and
distracts focus from the areas in which oversight is most critical.
Subsequent audit reports and Advisory Board Meeting minutes show that the audit team
has identified the problem that audit efforts are not targeted at the MIAC activities, which pose
the greatest risk to privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties. For the 2H 2020 audit, for example, the
record selection process included five “handpicked records” selected by the board members
serving on the audit team; however, it is unclear if the handpicked records were chosen blindly
or if they were chosen with knowledge of the records’ contents.132 The 1H 2021 audit report is
not posted on the MIAC website133; however, in the October 2022 Advisory Board Meeting
minutes, a note indicates that the team “[p]icked 10 MIAC reports at random, each Board
member picked 10.”134
In order for the audit to more effectively assess and mitigate the risk of privacy violations,
the record selection process should be risk-based, and the review should be risk-prioritized.
This would entail using the pre-existing record categorization mechanism, or establishing a new
mechanism if one does not exist, to filter out the record categories which pose the greatest risk
of privacy violations. The records for the audit would then be drawn from this smaller set of
high-risk records. Once the set of records is chosen, the team should prioritize the records
which pose the greatest risk of violations. A risk-based and risk-prioritized audit infrastructure
and approach would allow the MIAC to more efficiently and effectively identify and address the
risks that its practices pose to privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties.
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Figure 4 - Summary of 1H 2020 Audit Record Evaluation Forms by Type of Record
Type of Record
Requests from other agencies

14

Activity Reports (weekly meetings, administrative
items)

8

HIDTA Drug Arrest Notifications

8

E-Guardian Records

7

-

Criminal

5

-

Suspicious

2

Summary

6

Bulletin

3

Suspicious Activity Report/Tip

2

Information from Social Media

2

Information regarding Civil Unrest

1

Other

7

Total Number of Records Evaluated

58

Figure 5 - 1H 2020 Audit Record Form Summary by Audit Risk Factors
Total Number of Records Evaluated

58
(100%)

Records which contain neither:
- Personally Identifying Information (Q6)
- First Amendment-protected activity (Q14)
- Religious terminology or references (Q12, Q13)
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What We Still Do Not Know about the MIAC
For years, fusion centers operated in the dark. The MIAC is no exception. As recently as
February 2020, when the Portland Press Herald published a feature story on police surveillance
in Maine, DPS refused to provide any information about the MIAC’s technological capabilities,
budget, or any documents from the Advisory Board, including privacy audits.135 As a result of the
whistleblower complaint, BlueLeaks, and resultant debate over Maine’s fusion center, there is
now more information in the public record than ever about the MIAC. We now know the basics
of the MIAC’s staffing and organization. The reporting and research that followed the BlueLeaks
disclosures provided further insight into the MIAC’s operations and intelligence output, raising
concerns about the MIAC’s focus on property and drug crimes at the expense of public safety
concerns and political bias in its intelligence reporting.
This increased scrutiny, however, has not produced a complete picture of the MIAC.
There is still much we do not know about Maine’s fusion center. The courts dismissed the
allegations concerning surveillance and illegation data retention in the whistleblower complaint
on a technicality and, as such, this litigation will only address their factual basis if the case is
appealed. The details of the MIAC’s information systems and the analytic capabilities are still
unclear. We do not know what information the MIAC can access and what tools it can use to
analyze it. BlueLeaks provided an unredacted archive of MIAC intelligence bulletins and
revealed that many caught in the MIAC’s dragnet are some of the most vulnerable people in the
state. We know the MIAC monitors people with mental illness, unhoused people, and people
with substance abuse disorder, but we do not know the effects of this surveillance.

 e know the MIAC monitors people with mental illness, unhoused
W
people, and people with substance abuse disorder, but we do not
know the effects of this surveillance.
Official secrecy makes these questions difficult to answer. Almost all of the nominally
public records created by fusion centers are not easily accessible by the public. To see these
documents, members of the public need to request them under Maine’s Freedom of Access Act
(FOAA). Requesting a document, of course, is no guarantee that it will be released. There are
over 300 exemptions to the FOAA, including broad exemptions for “intelligence and
investigative” information and “security records.” When records are released, they are often
redacted, partial records. Finally, the public agency or officials may charge processing fees.136
The FOAA alone cannot ensure government transparency, as our efforts to research the
MIAC and write this report attest. After the whistleblower complaint made headlines, Brendan
McQuade filed thirteen FOAA requests for twenty items. The Maine State Police filled most of
135
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these requests, and many of the documents are cited in the report and have been shared with
legislators who had, for years, been unable to get basic information from the MIAC about its
budget and staffing, and journalists, both within Maine and across the country, that were
covering the controversies that engulfed the MIAC in 2020.
However, an important request was effectively denied with an onerous processing fee. In
response to a request for “All invoices, payment vouchers, canceled checks or other such
documents that reflected the expenditure of funds from 2006 to present for expenses arising
from or related to the MIAC,” the Maine State Police required an estimated $1,000 processing
fee. Here, it is important to note that McQuade, a professor at a public university in Maine and
nationally recognized expert on fusion centers, had a strong claim for a fee waiver under §408-A
subsection 11 B, which states, “The agency or official considers release of the public record
requested to be in the public interest because doing so is likely to contribute significantly to
public understanding of the operations or activities of government and is not primarily in the
commercial interest of the requester.”137 If filled, this request would provide the documentation
necessary to evaluate how the MIAC spends its budget, including the purchase of private data
brokers and software systems for data analysis.
In another instance, the Maine State Police opens records officer responded to FOAA
requests with bad faith denials until confronted with potential litigation and, under that pressure,
released the documents. In November 2021, and in preparation for this report, McQuade filed
another request for more recent email access logs, which would have enabled another network
analysis of the MIAC intelligence sharing. Along with the request, McQuade attached an
example of the MIAC email access logs made public with the publication of BlueLeaks. The
open records officer’s initial response was, “Our agency does not have records responsive to
your request.”138 McQuade then rewrote the request and asked for ‘Records detailing the emails
sent by the MIAC and whether they were downloaded by the recipients. Please include the
dates emails were sent, subject headings, names of attachments, and email addresses that
opened the emails.” In response to this request, the open records officer could find responsive
documents but again charged an onerous processing fee estimated to be between $4,100 and
$8,212.50. At this point, McQuade informed the public records officer he had hired a lawyer,
who was preparing to appeal the FOAA response. Under threat of litigation, the processing fee
dropped to $390.25, which McQuade agreed to pay.139 A similar bad faith denial and reversal
under the pressure of litigation occurred in response to another request regarding a request for
information sent to the MIAC, which we discuss later in this report.
In other cases, redactions limit the usefulness of the released documents. In December
2021, Maxine Secskas submitted three FOAA requests for MIAC intelligence bulletins related to
drugs and civil unrest. In February 2022, the Maine State Police open records officer released
137 pages of heavily redacted MIAC intelligence bulletins, which included two “Civil Unrest
Situation Reports” related to the Million Militia March in Washington DC and related protests at
137
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state capitol’s across the country, including two in Augusta, ME. As with the “Civil Unrest
Reports” on the 2020 Black Lives Matter protests published in BlueLeaks, these documents
include sections titled “(U//FOUO) National Informational” and (U//FOUO Related Products).”140
This acronym stands for “For Official Use Only,” a category which has been criticized as a
needless “pseudo-classification” for “sensitive but unclassified information” that relegates
access to public records “to a nether world-governed neither by the FOIA or Privacy Act.”141 In
the “Civil Unrest Situation Reports released to Secskas under the FOAA, the entirety of these
sections is redacted. What is hiding in the “nether” regions of these documents? The precedent
set by unredacted versions of these documents published in BlueLeaks suggests that the
redactions could be covering scandal and controversy. These sections of “Civil Unrest Reports”
on the 2020 Black Lives Matter protests included the poorly sourced and easily debunked
claims of pre-staged bricks and paid protesters.
In short, the FOAA, like the MIAC’s privacy audits, is not a sufficient tool to provide
transparency or accountability. If oversight and accountability are the policy goals, the Maine
State Legislature must rise to the occasion, exercise their oversight powers, and investigate the
MIAC. In addition to the allegations of the whistleblower complaint, there are two major problem
areas that need to be addressed: the MIAC’s information systems and analytic capabilities and
the MIAC’s impact on vulnerable populations. We detail each of these in turn before closing with
specific recommendations for an independent investigation of the MIAC.

Information Systems and Analytic Capabilities
The scope of the MIAC’s information systems is still unclear. The whistleblower
complaint notes that the “MIAC maintains an ‘index pointer’ type of Multi Jurisdictional Criminal
Intelligence Database,'' which includes “Personal Identifying Information.”142 The complaint also
alleges that the “MIAC conducts electronic surveillance of people’s social media and other
accounts and permanently retains personal and private information on those individuals
because they engaged in constitutionally protected activity such as participating in a lawful
protest or purchasing a firearm.”143 Currently, these allegations cannot be confirmed or refuted.
The hacks behind BlueLeaks did not compromise the MIAC’s databases, only its email systems.
We have similarly limited knowledge of the MIAC’s analytic capabilities. In a July 3, 2020
open house attended by members of the media, state legislature, and the public, MIAC
140
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leadership disclosed that they have a subscription to i2 Analyst’s Notebook, a data analytics
platform produced and sold by IBM. This software provides police with the capability to analyze
telephony metadata and produce pattern of life and social network analyses, but they declined
to explain how often the software is used and for what purposes.144
We also learned from email correspondence related to FOAA requests that the MIAC
once had a subscription to Geofeedia, the social media intelligence platform, which allows users
to search social media content for a specific location.145 In 2018, for example, the ACLU of
Massachusetts obtained thousands of records regarding the use of Geofeedia by the Boston
metro fusion center, the Boston Regional Intelligence Center. Their analysis of these documents
showed that “police in Boston were using Geofeedia’s automated surveillance capabilities to
conduct surveillance on entire communities and to monitor First Amendment protected speech
and association, not to fight crime.”146 The MIAC discontinued its use in December 2016. By that
time, however, bad press and the resultant backlash caused Geofeedia to lose access to data
from Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, dramatically reducing the usefulness of the platform for
social media monitoring.147 This begs the question: How did the MIAC use Geofeedia? Has the
MIAC since purchased a different software package for social media monitoring?
We do not know the full scope of the data that the MIAC can access or the tools it can
put to work to analyze them. However, in the BlueLeaks documents, we uncovered a case that
provides insight into the intrusive surveillance capabilities leveraged by police organizations in
Maine and the lack of care in securing personal identifying information.

Cellebrite and MIAC’s Analytic Capabilities
Through our search of the BlueLeaks information pertaining to Maine residents, we were
able to uncover records of two cell phones being accessed using a passcode and encryption
circumvention device called Cellebrite UFED Touch 2.148 Cellebrite is an Israeli digital
intelligence company that provides a product called UFED (Universal Forensics Extraction
Device), which is used for the extraction and analysis of data from mobile devices. Physical
possession of the target mobile device is required to use the Cellebrite UFED hardware.
Cellebrite forensics devices and training have been provided to human rights-violating countries
the world over, including Turkey, United Arab Emirates, Russia, Saudi Arabia. Federal, state,
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and local law enforcement and private corporations in the United States are also known to use
Cellebrite.149
One Cellebrite record was from an android device in February 2019, and the other
record was from an Apple iPhone SE in May of 2019. The iPhone, presumably running up to
date iOS 12 at the time, would have been both encrypted and passcode protected by default.
Encryption is a way of securing digital data using mathematical techniques so that it can only be
decrypted and read when a valid key is provided. The iPhone would have been protecting
against brute force guessing, which is the attempt to exhaustively guess passwords to unlock
the device.
The records showed that the Cellebrite UFED forensics extraction device circumvented
the encryption and password protections and revealed the data on the iPhone. The extracted
data includes user accounts and passwords belonging to healthcare records, social media,
internet search history, text messages, call logs, and contact information, among other data
points. These records were available in BlueLeaks because, after extraction of all of this
information from the target device, the whole of the record was presumably stored unencrypted
and without password protection on the MIAC email servers.
These data extracted from the phones were sent to the MIAC by a Scarborough Police
officer. In addition to the extracted data from the phones, BlueLeaks also included a
spreadsheet of the requests for information (RFI) received by the MIAC. We linked the Cellebrite
extraction reports to a May 16, 2019, RFI sent to the MIAC concerning an overdose death case.
The officer wanted the MIAC to create a timeline of calls and text messages between a
suspected drug dealer and the individual who died of an overdose. The Maine Drug
Enforcement Agency was apparently involved. Although the domain of the officer’s email is
@scarborourgh.maine.org, the spreadsheet lists his agency affiliation as “Scarborough
Police/MDEA.” For this reason, we cannot determine which agency, the Scarborough Police
Department or the MDEA, owns the Cellebrite UFED forensics extraction device.150
In December 2021, we filed FOAA request records “detailing the MIAC’s response to a
May 16, 2019 request for information” and attached the RFI spreadsheet. We filed this request
to get a better understanding of the MIAC’s analytic capabilities. Our request was initially fully
rejected, but when confronted with potential litigation, we received a heavily redacted document
that removed all mentions of Cellebrite, its use, and information on who it had been used to
target. The State Police released the email exchange between the officer and the MIAC but not
the timeline created using the data extracted from the phones. From this correspondence, it
appears that a MIAC analyst used the software, Analyst’s Notebook to create a timeline, which
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the officer then presented to the assistant attorney general as part of the case against the
suspected drug dealer accused of murder in the overdose death.151
This example underscores the power of the tools available to law enforcement and the
secrecy surrounding them–to say nothing of the difficulty asserting democratic control over
whether and how they should be used. Cellebrite maintains a high level of secrecy regarding its
usage as part of agreements made with its customers.152 At this time, it is unknown if the most
current versions of mobile devices are still vulnerable to attacks on the passwords and
encryptions that Cellebrite uses to extract data.
It is also unknown what other types of intrusive surveillance technologies may also be in
the arsenal of police agencies in Maine. The RFI spreadsheet published in BlueLeaks provides
the details of 143 requests for information received by the MIAC between October 2017 and
June 2020.153 The Cellebrite data extraction reports included in the MIAC records allowed us to
reconstruct this story, but we are left wondering what other tools are available, not just at the
MIAC, but among other police agencies, and what is the MIAC’s role in analyzing this data.
More narrowly, this case reveals the invasiveness of one surveillance product known to
be available to law enforcement in Maine, Cellebrite’s UFED forensics extraction device. It
shows the failure of police to protect the very personal contents of the extracted data, including
the data of a victim. All of this is evidence of the lack of care given to privacy by the MIAC
program and Maine state police. When considered in relation to the many of the allegations and
findings in this report–the claims of the whistleblower complaint, the abuse complaints against
Minkowsky, the shoddy and biased intelligence shared about the 2020 BLM protests, and the
repeated failures of the MIAC to follow its own privacy policy–it suggests that MIAC’s work
environment is characterized by unprofessionalism and carelessness.

The MIAC’s Impact on Vulnerable Populations
In the last fifty years, as the United States has become the world leader in incarceration,
the criminal legal system has become the social safety net of last resort. To critics, this situation
is known as “mass incarceration” and is understood as “one of this country’s key strategies for
addressing problems of poverty, inequality, unemployment, racial conflict, citizenship, sexuality,
and gender, as well as crime.”154 Jonathan Simon, a University of California-Berkeley law
professor, describes this situation as “governing through crime.”155 The MIAC is caught up in this
larger process of managing social problems with police and prisons. In addition to the previously
discussed role of the MIAC in monitoring racial justice protests and the over-policing of the
crimes of poverty, the MIAC records published with BlueLeaks include documents produced by
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the MIAC and “passed through” from other agencies that concern unhoused people,
undocumented people, and youths running away from home or the juvenile justice system.
The role of the criminal legal system in managing social problems is especially salient in
the area of mental health: 37 percent of people in state and federal prisons and 44 percent of
people in county jails have been diagnosed with mental illness.156 Between a quarter and half of
the victims of police-involved shootings are people with mental illness.157 There are at least 89
MIAC bulletins published in BlueLeaks that report on people with suicidal feelings, mental health
issues, disabilities, and/or chronic illness. Some bulletins detail what appear to be sympathetic
tragedies. For example, a 2018 officer bulletin alerts officers to an “Armed…Maine (ME) resident
living in the woods…reportedly suffering from mental health issues.” The document explains that
family members suspect that the individual suffers from Huntington’s Disease. Two members of
the individual’s immediate family had already passed from the progressive and fatal genetic
brain disorder that impairs the ability to reason, walk, and speak.158 Other bulletins detail more
ambiguous situations: people that also have troubling histories of violence and threatening
behavior. Individually, the bulletins are snapshots of larger, incomplete stories. Taken together,
they provide a dispiriting account of the punitive regulation of social problems, countless untold
tragedies of structural victimization, and interpersonal harm: homelessness, addiction, mental
illness, trauma, and abuse.
We do not know what happens to these individuals when they become subjects of the
MIAC intelligence reports, but we do know at least one situation where an individual at risk of
suicide featured in a MIAC intelligence bulletin shot himself during a confrontation with police. A
2019 “Attempt to Locate'' MIAC release details the situation of Joshua Hussey, described as “a
dangerous suspect involved in multiple criminal violations.” Hussey violated a protection from
abuse order filed by his ex-girlfriend. He vandalized her home and car. At the time the bulletin
was issued, the Maine State Police had probable cause to arrest Hussey for domestic violence
terrorizing and felony criminal mischief. The MIAC bulletin notes that the Hussey is a known
runner from police and has made numerous suicide by cop statements to family and friends and
that he would not be ‘taken alive.’159” A subsequent Lewiston Sun Journal article noted that
Hussey had previously been incarcerated and said in text messages that “I don’t want anyone to
be hurt, not even me…But I’m not going back to prison.” Despite this intelligence, the Maine
State Police sent their tactical team to bring the individual into custody in a 2 AM raid on the
home of Hussey’s mother. In the subsequent confrontation, Hussey shot himself in the head and
eventually died from the wound.160
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No doubt, many will struggle to find sympathy for Hussey, given his previous history, but
we raise the case to challenge the mass criminalization and question whether surveillance and
police raids are the appropriate response to interpersonal violence and threats of self-harm.
Hussey’s previous incarceration is worth considering. We know that imprisonment has adverse
effects on mental health, including the development of “institutionalized personality traits” (like
distrusting others, difficulty maintaining relationships, and problems making decisions),
social-sensory disorientation (issues with spatial reasoning and difficulty with social
interactions), and social and temporal alienation (the feeling of not belonging in social
settings).161
Did this situation have to end with Hussey's death? What police and other intelligence
and security professionals understand as an uncomplicated act of information sharing appears,
from a different perspective, as the quotidian acts of administration that comprise a system of
mass criminalization: the social construction of various harms as crime or disorder that portends
future crimes. No doubt, Hussey’s situation and those described in the 88 other similar
documents involve real danger, usually the threat of self-harm or violence toward others. They
detail real suffering, but they do so in a way that individualizes the problem as a criminal stigma.
They reinforce the idea that “criminal” behavior is an uncomplicated “choice.”
The antithesis of criminalization is humanization. What would it mean to treat Hussey
and others featured in the 88 MIAC documents detailing the situations of people with suicidal
feelings, mental health issues, disabilities, and/or chronic illness with dignity owed to all humans
as a matter of course? Is a secretive police intelligence center issuing a “law enforcement
sensitive” bulletin and a 2 AM police raid really the most effective and appropriate response?

The antithesis of criminalization is humanization. What would it
mean to treat Hussey and others featured in the 88 MIAC documents
detailing the situations of people with suicidal feelings, mental health
issues, disabilities, and/or chronic illness with dignity owed to all humans
as a matter of course? Is a secretive police intelligence center issuing
a “law enforcement sensitive” bulletin and a 2 AM police raid really the
most effective and appropriate response?
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The MIAC’s impact on the vulnerable populations also needs to be considered in relation
to substance abuse. On this issue, the ground has shifted. In the summer of 2020, the Maine
State Legislature came three Senate votes short of decriminalizing drug possession. If LD 967:
An Act To Make Possession of Scheduled Drugs for Personal Use a Civil Penalty had become
law, Maine would have followed Oregon to become the second state to decriminalize drug
possession. Instead of arrest and incarceration, the state’s response to the possession of illegal
drugs would have been a health assessment or, if the individual refused, a fine for no more than
$100.162
This nearly successful push for decriminalization reflects years of mobilization and
organizing from harm reduction advocates. Harm reduction is a set of practical strategies and
ideas aimed at reducing negative consequences associated with drug use. Harm Reduction is
also a movement for social justice built on a belief in and respect for the rights of people who
use drugs. Jesse Harvey was one of the best known and most influential in this community. He
is also the subject of intelligence bulletins possessed by MIAC and now in the public records as
a result of BlueLeaks. In 2016, Harvey founded Journey House Recovery, a non-profit that today
operates four low barrier, peer-run recovery houses in Southern and Central Maine. In 2018,
Harvey formed the Church of Safe Injection because “other churches… aren’t interested in
helping people who use drugs.”163 The church is a workaround and a protest. It is an attempt to
find a loophole to distribute clean hypodermic needles and naloxone, the medication used to
counteract opioid overdoses. It’s also a political challenge to the criminalization of the opioid
epidemic. Now with five branches in as many states, its success is further support for what the
approximately 120 supervised injections sites operating across the world have already proven:
harm reduction works.
To the police in Lewiston, Maine, however, the matter is different. Harvey was a person
of interest. Three different Lewiston Police Department Bulletins issued between May 29 and
June 5, 2020, include a description of Harvey in the “Officer Safety & Awareness” section. The
bulletin alerted officers to Harvey’s work “distributing hypodermic needles throughout Lewiston’s
downtown.” They noted that “HARVEY is NOT affiliated with a needle exchange organization
and therefore, it is not legal for HARVEY to be handing needles out.” They cited his previous
criminal history and instructed officers who may have encountered him to “remind him of the
Governor’s stay-at-home order and summons him (if he is in possession of needles).”164
Harvey died in early September in what police called a possible overdose. A tribute
published in Mainer explained the circumstances leading to his death: constant police
monitoring that disrupted his harm reduction work, relapses and continuing struggles with
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substance use, legal troubles, and stigmatizing press coverage, compounded, in the end, by the
isolation and stress of the pandemic. Friends and colleagues concluded that “relentless police
surveillance and harassment helped push Harvey over the edge.”165 A decent society would
have supported Harvey’s initiative and leadership in response to a public health crisis. Instead,
his calling was criminalized, and he became another casualty of the war on drugs.
While we cannot confirm that the MIAC did anything with these bulletins other than
receiving them from the Lewiston Police Department, the case of Jesse Harvey helps
contextualize the MIAC’s other intelligence reporting on drug use. The most in-depth and
frequent intelligence report regularly produced by the MIAC is the “Maine Drug Monitoring
Initiative,” a project which seeks to “establish a multi-jurisdictional, drug-incident information
sharing environment through the collection and analysis of drug seizures, overdoses, related
criminal behavior, and healthcare-related services with a specific emphasis on heroin and
opioids.” The reports provide strategic intelligence. The reports are “not to provide analysis or
dissemination of real-time or time-sensitive drug intelligence that may require an actionable
response.” Instead, they usually begin by highlighting one specific item related to drug markets
or drug trafficking like “Counterfeit Oxycodone Pills Containing Fentanyl” or “Cocaine Concealed
in Tylenol Capsules,” before providing a statistical summary of suspected overdose and
naloxone administrations and out of state arrests of Maine residents. The reports end with a list
of attached bulletins from other police intelligence operations concerning drugs. 166
Under present law enforcement operations, where opioid use and addiction are
criminalized, the “Maine Drug Monitoring Initiative” has arguably some intelligence value to law
enforcement. It provides information on issues in trends related to drug use, overdoses, and
drug market dynamics. However, these reports evince some of the same shoddy and
unprofessional work on display in the Civil Unrest Reports. An October 2017 Drug Monitoring
Initiative report included a bulletin from the Oregon-Idaho High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
on “fentanyl-laced marijuana,” a claim which Snopes, the fact-checking website, had debunked
the previous month.167 Similarly, a December 2017 Drug Monitoring Initiative report warns
officers to “exercise extreme caution when handling suspected Oxycodone pills due to the risk
of fentanyl residue.”168 In May of that year, a story about a police officer in Liverpool, Ohio,
overdosing due to unintentional skin contact with fentanyl went viral. By the time of the MIAC
report, however, toxicologists had debunked the claim.169
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The quality of the Drug Monitoring Initiative reports notwithstanding, the 16 “Opioid
Arrest Bulletins” also disclosed through BlueLeaks are examples of gratuitous criminalization.
These monthly reports list everyone arrested for opioid trafficking. They include names and
addresses but never any intelligence information that connects the arrested people to ongoing
investigations. Moreover, most of the individuals shamed and stigmatized in these “intelligence”
reports may not have been charged with criminal offenses if LD 967 had been state law at the
time. In her testimony to the Maine State Legislature in support of the bill to close the MIAC,
Whitney Parrish, the then-advocacy director of Maine Equity Alliance, concluded that the
“discernable reason for these bulletins is to distribute this information to every law enforcement
agency in the state, putting officers on notice with nothing short of a modern day rogue’s
gallery.”170 In correspondence related to FOAA requests, the Maine State Police open records
officer divulged that the MIAC no longer produces “Opioid Arrest Bulletins.” The given reason
was “staffing shortages,” but we must also wonder if the criticism of these products and shifting
public sentiments around substance use and addiction also played a role.171
The time has come for a different approach to social problems like substance use and
mental illness. Many Mainers recognize this need for change, as evinced in recent reform
efforts. The MIAC should be closed, not just to protect privacy and other rights, but also to make
way for a more humane and effective social policy response to issues like substance use,
mental illness, and homelessness. The MIAC claims to be essential for public safety, but we
know that criminalization kills, and there are better ways to address problems like mental illness
and substance abuse disorder.

The MIAC claims to be essential for public safety, but we know that
criminalization kills, and there are better ways to address problems
like mental illness and substance abuse disorder.
As it stands, the response to controversies that surrounded the MIAC in 2020–the
self-policing by the Advisory Board and a report issued to the State Legislature–do not address
some of the most serious issues at stake. The MIAC’s reporting on substance use needs to be
questioned and investigated, especially as politicians, policymakers, and the public continue to
debate and re-evaluate the best response to substance use, mental illness, and homelessness.
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Investigate and Defund the MIAC
After nearly two years of controversy and debate around the Maine Information Analysis
Center, there is a strong case to close the embattled spy center. The allegations of the
whistleblower complaint, the abuse complaints against Minkowsky, the hyperfocus on the crimes
of powerless and vulnerable populations, the shoddy and biased intelligence shared about the
2020 BLM protests, and the repeated failures of the MIAC to follow its own privacy policy set the
issue in dramatic relief. The MIAC, like all fusion centers, is fundamentally flawed. The MIAC
should be closed and can safely be closed without negatively impacting public safety. Moreover,
there is reason to believe that the MIAC, as the nerve center of mass criminalization in Maine, is
actually exacerbating social problems and negatively impacting public safety. Defund the MIAC!
However, the State Legislature did not vote to close the MIAC and, instead, passed a
first-in-the-nation bill that requires a fusion center to report to legislative authorities. This
measure, while well-intended, is insufficient. Self-policing by the MIAC’s Advisory Board is an
obvious conflict of interest. This is not a theoretical problem. Our analysis of the MIAC privacy
policy and audits shows that the Maine fusion center regularly violates its own privacy policy. It
also exposes the privacy audit as a perfunctory exercise that fails to meet the full scale or scope
of the privacy risks posed by the MIAC. The audits only consider MIAC intelligence bulletins;
they do not assess its information systems and analytic capabilities. Given the strict facial
recognition regulations recently implemented in Maine, there is little doubt many Mainers would
be equally concerned about private data brokers and software that can decrypt phones, analyze
telephony metadata, and automatically monitor social media. This report proves that the MIAC
uses some of the surveillance and intelligence systems or has used them in the past. What will
we do in this present moment? Should this police surveillance and intelligence gathering
continue in the future?
Even if the privacy audit was more rigorous, privacy protection is not the only issue
posed by the MIAC’s operation. The MIAC’s monitoring of constitutionally protected speech and
assembly needs to be thoroughly investigated, as do related questions regarding how the MIAC
reviews the intelligence it disseminates and vets (or fails to vet) the claims made in those
bulletins. Finally, the MIAC’s impact on vulnerable populations needs to be investigated and
questioned. Does the MIAC make a measurable and positive impact on public safety issues
related to mental illness, substance abuse, and homelessness? Should a secretive police
intelligence center originally set up for counterterrorism really be part of the public response to
these social problems?
The State Legislature needs to rise to the occasion and exercise oversight powers over
the executive branch. Once again: Defund the MIAC! If the political will to revisit closing the
fusion center is lacking, then the situation demands a thorough, open, and independent
investigation. The allegations of the whistleblower complaint have not been settled by the courts
or by journalists and scholars working from the outside. We need an independent investigation.
The State Legislature or a third party hired to investigate needs unrestricted access to all MIAC
records. These materials should be made public to the greatest possible extent. The decisions
of what to release cannot be the exclusive purview of the State Police open records officer. The
MIAC personnel need to testify under oath and provide the public with definitive answers.
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Specifically, we recommend an alternative privacy audit and identify a series of unanswered
questions that an independent investigation of the MIAC should address.
A meaningful privacy audit must be independent. MIAC personnel need to cooperate in
providing documents and answering questions, but the auditing should be conducted by
independent subject matter experts. The audit should prioritize MIAC activities that pose the
greatest risk to privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties, and should consider the scale and scope of
these risks as compared to MIAC’s core mission. The audit should not be limited to information
disseminated by MIAC, but should also cover MIAC’s information gathering and processing
systems and MIAC’s operational procedures, following the example of the LAPD Inspector
General, all SARs processed by the MIAC. The audit should also cover MIAC’s record retention
and information destruction procedures and documentation of any past record destruction
efforts to ensure that they align with the MIAC’s privacy policy and/or best practices for similar
situated organizations.
There are also a series of unanswered questions that need to be addressed. There is
much the public still does not know about the MIAC. Some of these questions would be
answered in an independent investigation and privacy audit.
● What data can the MIAC access? Answering this question requires investigating the
following: the information-sharing agreements the MIAC has with other agencies, the
databases that personnel assigned to the MIAC can access, any subscriptions to private
data brokers that the MIAC has purchased, and any in-house databases the MIAC has
developed.
● What are the MIAC’s analytic capabilities? We know that the MIAC can use i2 Analyst
Notebook to analyze telephony metadata, and we know that they previously had a
subscription to GeoFeedia, the controversial social media monitoring platform. However,
we do not know the full extent of the fusion center’s capabilities.
● What other data analysis platforms are available to the MIAC? A meaningful
independent audit would produce a complete list of MIAC's inventory of surveillance and
analytic technologies, including social media monitoring, digital forensics, crime mapping
and predictive analytics, specifying how long these technologies have been in use,
identifying specific privacy protections in place for each technology, and auditing
compliance with those policies.
● The allegations of the whistleblower complaint also need to be addressed. We cannot
wait for an appeal that may never happen to find out if the MIAC does or did maintain an
illegal database of gun owners, make agreements with other states to circumvent Maine
law regarding retention of license plate reader data and surveil anti-CMP activists and
Seeds of Peace counselors and campers. Settling these allegations also requires
investigating the role of Bruce Lewis, CMP’s director of security and former member of
the MIAC Advisory Board. Did Lewis pass on information on anti-CMP activists to the
utility? Why did he leave the Advisory Board when he did?
● The shocking and shoddy work of the MIAC exposed by BlueLeaks also demands
attention. A thorough investigation of the MIAC must revisit the “Civil Unrest Daily
Reports” on the 2020 BLM protests. What is the review process for these intelligence
bulletins? How did documents with such dubious sourcing get approved? These
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scandalous reports are not the only issue, however. The more routine violations of
MIAC’s privacy policy documented in this report also require attention and investigation.
These matters open up to further reaching questions regarding the MIAC’s organization
and mission: can there be meaningful accountability in a task force organization? Here,
again the allegations of the whistleblower complaint surface again in relation to the
ambiguous position of Loder between two interagency task forces and the question of
policy shopping as it relates to license plate readers. The James Minkowsky case is also
relevant here. What are the pre-employment checks on MIAC personnel? How could
they miss the abuse allegations against Minkowsky? How did the MIAC and DPS
respond to the allegations?
The MIAC’s mission also needs critical scrutiny: We know that the nebulous “all hazards”
mission, in practice, translates into a hyperfocus on the crimes of the powerless but we
do not know what is the MIAC’s impact on these vulnerable populations? What happens
to people with mental illness, people that use drugs, and unhoused people that become
the subject of MIAC bulletins? What we already know is not encouraging and raises
more basic questions: should the MIAC be focusing on people that use drugs, people
with mental illness, and unhoused people?

For some, these last questions are still open. For the authors of this report and the
organizations endorsing it, the matter is already settled. There are better responses to these
social problems. Investigate and defund the MIAC! Protect privacy and clear the way for more
humane and effective policy responses to social problems.
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Annex
Record Evaluation Form from Most Recent Published MIAC Audit
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